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DIGEST
m-1---

WRYTi7E REVIEW WASMADE
The Federal -Aid Highway Act of 1956 authorized
construction
of the Interstate
Highway System and made Federal funds available
to the States
on a 90-10 particlpatlng
basis (90 percent Federal)
for construction
of
the system.
The 1956 act provided that highways be designed to carry the types and
volumes of traffic
forecast
for the year 1975. A 1963 amendment to the
act ellmlnated
reference
to the year 1975 and provided
that highways be
deslgned to carry the types and volumes of traffic
forecast
for 20 years
from the date of approval.
In January 1967, the Federal Hlghway Administration
directed
that a reevaluation
be made of those sections of pavements authorized
for construction
prior to October 24, 1963 (the date of the 1963 amendment to
the act), and authorized
placement of an added layer of pavement
(called
overlay)
where lt was determined that the existing
pavement,
with normal maintenance,
would not provide adequate performance
for
The estimated costs of such overlays
as of 1968 were
20 years.
$200 million.
(See p. 9.)
During a review of the 1968 estimate
state System, the General Accounting
--A substantial
ment.

of the cost to complete the InterOffice (GAO) noted that.

number of such overlays

had been programmed

for

place-

--Overlays,
although considered by the Federal Highway Administration
to be new construction,
appeared to relieve
the States of some of
their responsibility
for maintalnlng
the completed segments of the
Interstate
System.
GAO undertook this review to determine the nature and magnitude of the
overlay
program and the relationship
between the overlay
program and the
statutory
responslblllty
of the States to maintain,
at their expense,
completed segments of the Interstate
System.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
As of January 1, 1970, about 70 percent of the 42,500~mile
system was
open to traffic,
11 percent was under construction,
15 percent was ln
the process of engineering
and right-of-way
actlvitles,
and 4 percent
was ln a prellmlnary
status.
About $39 bllllon
of Federal-aid
funds
have been obligated
for interstate
highway proJects.
GAO's review

of the overlay

program

in nine States

showed that:

--The overlay program provided
for extending the design period to
20 years/ for previously
completed segments of the Interstate
System
that were lnltlally
designed to carry traffic
for the year 1975.
Since it 1s unclear whether the Congress Intended that interstate
hlghway funds be used to extend the design period of these segments5
GAO concluded that the nature and magnitude of this program should
be presented fully
to the Congress.
(See ch. 2.)
--The overlay
program
ments of interstate

thus far
highways

had been applied
authorized
prior

only to certain
segto October 24, 1963.

--There would be a conttnulng
need for perlodlc
overlays
of the Interstate System, a need that would Increase with the passage of time
and with the expected increases ln weights and volumes of traffic.
--The cost of overlays
for the entire
Interstate
exceed the 1968 cost estimate.
(See ch, 2.)

System would vastly

--Although
maintenance of the Interstate
System was, by law, the responslblllty
of the States, overlays
relieved
States of their responsibility
to maintain smooth and safe ndlng surfaces.
(See
P. 27.)
--There were significant
differences
among the States in (1) the methods
used for evaluating
the condition
of the highway surface to determine whether an overlay was necessary and (2) the design procedures
used to establish
the amount of overlay needed.
(See ch. 4.)
--There was a need for more precise procedures
are placed at the proper times and at depths
essary serviceability.

to ensure that overlays
needed to provide nec-

RECO.WdENDA!UONS
OR SUG~STIOflS
The Secretary of Transportation
ministration
to:

should

require

the Federal

Highway Ad-

--Establish
maintenance standards that define a State's maintenance
responslblllty
and recognize (1) that overlays
are required
from
time to time to provide
a safe and efflclent
riding surface and

2

(2) such overlays
represent
normal maintenance
and, as such,
costs should be borne by the State.
(See p. 39.)

the

--Require
that, when overlays
are necessary to add structural
strength
to exlstlng
pavements, the costs of the portions
of the overlays
which would otherwlse be required
to provide new ndlng
surfaces be
classlfled
as State maintenance responslbllltles.
(See p. 39.)
--Amend its regulations
to require uniform application
of overlay
standards by taking positive
action to improve the pavement rating
system to achieve optimum use of the existing
pavement and by establishing
design methods which will provide greater
assurance that
a State 1s applying the proper amount of overlay to serve the design
period.
(See p0 52.)

AGENCYACTIONS AND UNi33SOLvFDISSUES
The Assistant
Secretary
for Adminlstratlon,
Department of Transportation,
advised GAO that the Department did not concur tn the need for the actions proposed.
He also questioned
the need to report this matter to
the Congress9 because he believed
that (1) the overlay program was a
long-standing
program which was well known to the Congress and (2) the
Congress had acquiesced in the Federal Highway Admlnlstratlon's
lnterpretatlon
of the statutes.
The Assistant
Secretary's
comments are included
as appendix
discussed in the appropriate
chapters of this report.

II

and are

Although not all the nine States commented specifically
on each of the
issues discussed ln this report,
there was qeneral agreement with GAO's
views that there would be a substantial
future need for overlays,
that
the need would not be restricted
to highway segments authorized
before
October 24, 1963, and that improvements were needed ln the methods used
for determining
overlay requirements.
With regard to the relationship
of overlays
to the maintenance responsibilities
of the States, the States'
corrsnents were too diverse
to indicate
general agreement or disagreement
with GAO's views.
Comments by offlcials of the nine States are discussed in the appropriate
chapters of
the report and are included
as appendixes III to XI.

MATTERSFOR CONSIDERATIONBY TiYE CONGRESS
This report 1s being submitted to the Congress to present the nature
and magnitude of the overlay program.
The Congress may wish to consider the long-term
need for overlays
in its deliberations
on the fundlng of the Interstate
System, any future expansion thereof,
or any

3

The Congress may wish also to express its
follow-on
hlghway program.
Intent
relative
to the use of interstate
funds for overlaying
completed
highway segments.
GAO wishes to present its views to the Congress on the administratIon
of the program with regard to the need for the Federal Highway AdmInIstratlon
to*
--Establish

maintenance

--Recognize
that overlays
tenance responslbllltles.
--Amend its regulations
overlay requirements.

standards
relieve

for

the Interstate

a State

to establish

4

of a portion

a uniform

System.
of its

method for

main-

deterninlng

CHAPTER1
INTRODTJCTION
The General Accounting
Office
has reviewed
the program
of the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) for upgrading
completed
sections
of the National
System of Interstate
and
This program inDefense Highways (the Interstate
System).
applying
an additional
layer
of
volves overlaying
(i.e.,
pavement)
sections
of highways which were previously
considered
to have been completed
but which showed evidence
of
deterioration
or inability
to carry the existing
or future
'traffic
in a safe and efficient
manner*1
The purpose of our review was to inquire
into the magnitude
and nature of the overlay
program* its effect
on the
funding
of the Interstate
System,
and the relationship
between the program and the statutory
responsibility
of the
States to maintain
the Interstate
System.
We did not determine
the precise
causes for the deterioration
of the
highway segments that have been or will
be overlaid
or
whether such overlays
will
solve future
deterioration
probThe
scope
of
our
review
is
delems on these segments.
scribed
in chapter
5.
FHWA, an agency of the
is the principal
agency of
ters relating
to highways.
tions
is the administration
Under this program,
gram.

1

Department
of Transportation,
the Federal
Government
in matfuncOne of its most important
of the Federal-aid
highway profunds are made available
Federal

Additional
layers
of pavement are also used when such layers are planned to be put down during
one or more stages
the additional
layers
placed as a
the life
of a highway;
part of stage construction
ultimately
provide
the total
The overlays
strength
called
for in the original
design.
discussed
in this report
are considered
necessary
to correct unexpected
failures
in pavements that were previously
(See pq 14 for a disconsidered
to have been completed.
cussion of stage construction.)

in

the District
of Columbia,
and Puerto Rico to
to all States,
finance
the construction
of highways on the interstate,
prihighway systems.
mary, and secondary Federal-aid
The Interstate
System was authorized
in the FederalThis act authorized,a
40,000-mile
Aid Highway Act of 1944.
system.
The mileage was subsequently
increased
to the presState
highway
departments
ently
authorized
42,500 miles.
are responsible
for (1) route selection,
(2) preparation
of
surveys,
plans,
specifications,
and estimates
for highway
projects,
(3) acquisition
of rights-of-way,
and (4) actual
construction.
They are responsible
also for maintaining
projects
constructed
under provislon
of Federal
highway acts.
FHWA is responsible
for approving
the States8 plans,
specifications,
and cost estimates
for interstate
projects
to
ensure compliance
with the standards
for the Interstate
System.
The Federal-Aid
Highway Act of 1956 declared
that the
early completion
of the Interstate
System was one of the
The act specified
most important
objectives
of the act.
that the system be constructed
to standards
adequate to
serve the types and volumes of traffic
estimated
for 1975.
The October 24, 1963, amendment to the Federal-Aid
Highway
Act eliminated
reference
to the 1975 design year and required that future
interstate
highways be designed
to standards adequate to accommodate the types and volumes of traffic anticipated
20 years from the date of project
authorization.
Some sections
of the Interstate
System that were authorized
to be constructed
before the 1963 amendment was
enacted have evidenced
deterioration
and an inability
to
accommodate the types and volumes of present
traffic
and
the traffic
expected by the design year (1975) in a safe
As a result,
these sections
have
and efficient
manner.
been classified
by the States and FHWA as being below minimum standards
and in need of additional
construction.
Overlays
of asphalt
concrete
(flexible
pavement) that add
structural
strength
to the existing
pavement are being proFHWA
established
a policy
which
vided to meet this need.
provides
that overlays
have a total
minimum thickness
of
l-1/2
inches to add sufficient
structural
strength
to be
eligible
for Federal-aid-interstate
(FAI) participation.
6

As of December 31, 1969, about 70 percent
of the
42,500-mile
system was open to traffic,
11 percent was under construction,
15 percent was in the process of engineering or right-of-way
activities,
and about 4 percent was in
Since 1956 the States have obligated
a preliminary
status.
about $39 billion
of FAI funds for Interstate
System proJects.
The Federal
share of the cost of constructing
lnterstate System projects
is 90 percent plus an addItiona
allowance,
not to exceed 5 percent,
in those States having
Overlays
that are considered
large areas of public
land.
by FJXWAto be eligible
for FAI participation
are funded at
The estimated
the same ratio
as the origiflal
construction.
total
cost of the Interstate
System was shown in the 1968
submitted
by the Secretary
of Transportation
cost estimate-to
be about $56.5 billion
and the Federal
to the Congress-participation
to be about $50.6 billion.
This cost estimate included
$200 million
for ov?rlays
on about 2,800 miles
of completed
interstate
highways.
On November 3, 1969, we provided
the Secretary
of Transportation
with a draft
of this report
for review and comA
reply
was
provided
on
March
24,
1970, by letter
ment.
This letfrom the Assistant
Secretary
for Administration.
The Assistant
Secretary
ter is included
as appendix
II.
also provided
us with copies of the comments by the highway

1

of Transportation
submitOn April
20, 1970, the Secretary
ted to the Congress a revised
estimate
of the total
cost
The new estimate
shows the total
of the Interstate
System.
costs to be about $69.9 billion
and the Federal
participaRegarding
overlays,
the
tion to be about $62.5 billion.
"Included
in
the
costs
to
comSecretary!s
report
states:
plete the Interstate
System is an item of $175 million
covering the extra stage of pavement structure
required
on
of the system to adequately
acearlier
opened sections
commodatedesignyear
traffic."

departments of the States of Arizona, Colorado, Maine, New
Mexico, Oregon, Texas, Vermont, Washington, and Wyoming.
These comments are included as appendixes III to XI. The
comments of the Department of Transportation
and the State
highway departments are discussed in the appropriate
chapters of this report.

CHAPTER2
FHWA'S IMPLEMENTATION OF PROGRAM
TO PROVIDE ADBIT'IQNAL PAVEMENT ON
COMPLETED SEGMENTS OF THE INTERSTATE SYSTEM
Our review showed that certain
completed
segments of
the Interstate
System had deterrorated
to the extent
that
they were considered
by the States and FWA to be structurally
inadequate
to safely
accommodate the types and volumes
of existing
traffic
and traffic
expected by the design
As a result,
FHWA initiated
a program which allows a
year.
State to correct
such inadequacies
by placing
an additional
layer of pavement (overlay)
on existing
highways to add
structural
strength
beyond that provided
for in the original
highway design.
FAI funds are used to reimburse
the States
for 90 percent
of the cost of the overlays.
FHWA's overlay
program applies
only to certain
segments
of interstate
highways authorized
for construction
prior
to
October 24, 1963, the date of enactment of the 1963 amendThe 1968 cost estiment to the Federal-Aid
Highway Act,
mate submitted
to the Congress showed $200 million
for
overlaying
2,800 miles of interstate
highways.
Basic design problems
in highway construction
have not
been completely
resolved,
however,
and it is likely
that
deterioration
problems will
occur in other segments of the
highways regardless
of when the highways were authorized.
Therefore
it seems to us that,
in order for the Interstate
System to safely
and effectively
accommodate the traffic
overlays
for the Interstate
expected
for a 20-year period,
System will
be needed that will
cost vastly
in excess of
the $200 million
set forth
in the 1968 cost estimate
subFurther,
we
believe
that
the
need
mitted
to the Congress.
for overlays
will
increase
with the passage of time and
with the expected
increases
in weights
and volumes of trafflC.
we believe
that the Congress may wish to
Accordingly,
consider
specifically
the long-term
needs for overlays
on
9

the Interstate
System In its deliberations
on the funding
any
future
expansion
thereof,
or
of the Interstate
System,
any follow-on
highway program.
CIRCUMSTANCES LEADING

TO THE OVERLAY PROGRAM

FAI funds are subject
to limitations
not imposed on
other Federal-aid
highway funds, principally
because the
legislation
authorizing
the Interstate
System envisioned
a
new concept in the Federal-aid
highway program--Federal
participation
In the lnltlal
construction
costs of a limitedmileage highway system to be completed
by a certain
time
and then turned over to the States for maintenance.
Although the Interstate
System is part of the Federal-aid
in that
primary
system,1 the concepts of the systems differ
there is no provlsron
for completion
of the primary
system.
Federal
and State funds can be used on a 50-50 ratio
for
constructing
new primary
highways or for reconstructing
any
sections
of the primary
system--including
the Interstate
System--but
FAI funds cannot be used to reconstruct
segments of the Interstate
System.
The interstate
highway construction
program, which began in 1956, was based on the legal requirement
that the
hlghways be constructed
to accommodate the types and volThe interstate
segments
umes of traffic
estimated
for 1975.
constructed
early
in the program were designed primarily
on
the basis of experience
gained by the States in their
preIn 1963, the Convious highway construction
activities.
gress, by amending section
109 (b) of title
23 of the United
States Code, eliminated
reference
to 1975 as the design
year.
In approving
the 1963 amendments, the Congress recognized that the fixed
1975 design year requirement
was not
desirable
because, with the passage of time, the application
1A highway
to-cay,

tially
able

network of about 250,000 miles comprised of ciqand intrastate
highways serving
esseninterstate,
through
traffic.
Federal-aid
funds are made availto all the States for use on the primary
systems.
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of such a design year on newly constructed
highways would
restrict
the deslgned
life
of such highways to periods
of
The amendments required
considerably
less than 20 years.
that future
interstate
highways be designed
and constructed
to accommodate the types and volumes of traffic
forecast
for
20 years after
approval
of plans for a highway.
The leglslative
history
of the 1963 act, however,
is not clear as to
whether
the Congress intended
that FAI funds be used to upgrade,
to a 20-year
design period,
highway segments constructed
or under construction
at the trme the amendment was
enacted.
In 1967 FHWA instituted
a program to evaluate
those interstate
segments which were authorized
for construction
prior
to the date of enactment of the 1963 amendment.
The
overlays
to upgrade
objective
of this program was to provide
those highway segments on which signs of deterioration
rndlcated the need for additional
pavement to provide
adequate
servlceabllrty
for a 20-year design life.
FHWA requested
the States to examine existing
Interstate System highway segments to determine
which segments
In setting
forth
the conditions
under
needed overlays.
which overlays
could be financed
with FAI funds, FHWA stated
that projects
authorized
prior
to October 24, 1963, and constructed
to their
ultimate
design were elrglble
for conslderation
under this program.

11

TO THE OVERLAY PROGRAM
It is our understanding
that the deterioration
experienced on the highway sections
needing overlays
can generally be attributed
to inadequate
design or inadequate
conAlthough
FHWA has not determined
the
struction
practices.
precise
factors
which caused the deterioration
of the highway segments that were overlaid,
FHWA officials
informed
US
that they assumed that the basic cause was inadequate
design.
FHWA has taken the position
that the deterioration
of a highway before
its design year is reached is evidence
State and FHWA
that its original
design was Inadequate.
officials
informed
us that inadequate
design generally
involved the misjudgment
of critical
factors,
such as soil
support
and material
values,
weather conditions,
and the
volume and weight of heavy truck traffic.
FHWA and State personnel
expressed
the opinion
that
the segments in need of overlays
were underdesigned,
prlmarily
because the state of the art had not yet reached the
point where adequate consideration
was given to the design
They informed
us that deteriorafactors
enumerated above.
tion in pavement would occur more rapidly
than normal if
any of these factors
were not given appropriate
consideration
in the initial
design and that,
when these structures
testing
procedures
and experience
were initially
designed,
had not progressed
to the point where accurate
values could
be assigned to these factors.
With regard to measuring and forecasting
the volume
and weight of truck traffic,
which is one of the crucial
factors
to be considered
in highway design,
current
proceprepared
by the American Associdures --based on guidelines
ation of State Highway Officials
(AASHO)--relate
the structural
requirements
for a highway to the number of repetitions of 18,000 pounds of weight on a single
axle which will
be applied
to a highway during
its life--the
greater
the
number of repetitions,
the greater
the structural
requirements of the highway.
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The following
factors
involved

example indicates
the various
in a specific
overlay
project.

design

A project
in Oregon,which
was completed
in 1962, was
constructed
with 4 inches of asphalt
on top of 16
Prior
to being overlaid
inches of crushed-rock
base.
in 1968, the highway was badly cracked and rutted;
both the State and FHWA believed
that the highway
would not provide
adequate
service
until
1975 without
We
were
advised
by
State
officials
that
an overlay.
their
current
design procedures
had been refined
to
reflect
improved knowledge
of material
strengths
and
to incorporate
more scientific
information
on truck
traffic,
such as estimates
based on actual
counts,
forecasts
of traffic
increases,
and consideration
of
axle loads.
According
to State officials,
a thicker
pavement structure
would have been designed
if these
factors
had been known and considered
in the original
design.
The use of new design techniques
and construction
tested,
and adopted during the
practices
have been sought,
Changes in the state of the art of
interstate
program.
however, have come about gradually,
parhighway design,
tially
as a result
of the AASHO road tests conducted
in Illinois
and completed
in 1962 and partially
from studies
and
testing
programs carried
on by States,
universities,
and
State officials
informed
us
the construction
industry.
that,
although
current
design techniques
should improve the
it would take some time to determine
quality
of highways,
whether design techniques
currently
employed would eliminate the problems encountered
in the past.
Compounding the problems is the fact that geological,
and other conditions
differ
among the State$:.
climatic,
The results
of AASHO road tests are used as guides by the
States but are generally
modified
on the basis of conditions
in a State or on the judgment of State highway engiThus, because of such factors,
any improvements
in
neers.
the state of the art relative
to highway design would not
necessarily
be applicable,
in whole or in part,
to all
States.
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The overlay
program applies
only to highway segments
It should be noted,
authorrzed
prior
to October 24, 1963.
however,
that changes in design and construction
practices
have been gradual
and that no dramatic
changes occurred
in
1963 or any time thereafter.
FHWA officials
informed
us
that it was unlikely
that a flexible-pavement
highway could
be so constructed
that It would not need one or more overlays during the design period.
Thus segments authorized
subsequent
to October 24, 1963 will,
in all probability,
require
overlays
before their
design years are reached.
STAGE CONSTRUCTION AS RELATED
TO THE OVERLAY PROGRAM
Certain
States constructed
their
flexible-pavement
interstate
highways to ultrmate
design by providing,
in the
initial
construction,
the total
surface-course
thickness
Certain
estimated
to be requsred
for the design perrod.
other States constructed
therr
interstate
highways in
stages--the
base and subbase were constructed
to ultimate
but the surface layer of asphaltic
concrete
requirements,
Thus, if a design calls
for a total
was placed In stages.
of 5 Inches of asphaltlc
concrete
as the surface course,
the State,
under stage construction
procedures,
might place
3 inches during the original
construction
and 2 inches at a
Under ultimate
design procedures,
all 5 inches
later
date.
of asphaltic
concrete
would be placed at once.
We were informed
by various
State and FHWA officials
that the use of stage construction
had certain
advantages
over construction
to ultimate
design in that (1) more mileage could be opened to traffic
at an early date because
initial
costs were lower and (2) the soil beneath the pavement was given time to settle
and the resulting
distortions
in the pavement structure
could be leveled
out during application
of the second stage.
served

We found that,
when unanticipated
in stage construction
projects,

distress
was oba new design

was made to determine
whether the need existed
analysis1
for a thicker
second stage than originally
planned.
When
justified
on the basis that additional
structural
strength
is needed, the thickness
of the second stage is increased.
In Colorado
we were informed
that the
as
planned
during
the
original
second stage,
ally had been adequate.

thickness
of the
design,gener-

In New Mexico FHWA and State officials
informed
us
that the second stage planned but not yet placed on interstate segments in that State generally
would be adequate,
They pointed
out, however,
that the condition
of about 35
miles of highway indicated
that some work might be necessary in addition
to that planned for the second stage of
construction.
Wyoming State officials
advised us that the second
stage would enable them to correct
many of the problems reAn
FHWA
official
informed
us that,
sulting
from settlement.
in his opinion,
some of the projects
would require
additional
thicknesses
to those anticipated
in the original
designs.
We were informed
by State of Washington
officials
that
they followed
the concept of stage construction
and generally anticipated
applyrng
the second stage about 10 years
after
initial
construction.
They expressed
the belief
that
flexible
pavements could not be designed to last 20 years
without
overlays.
On the basis of their
experience,
they
believed
that an additional
layer of about 4 inches of
pavement would be necessary
at the end of about 10 years.
The State determlnes
the precise
smount and timrng of the
second stage when the existing
pavement shows that additional
construction
is necessary.
1.The-procedure
used to (1) establish
the structural
value
(2)
assess
the
serviceability
of
of the existing
pavement,
(3) establish
the need for, and
the existing
pavement,
amount of work necessary
to provide,
adequate
serviceabiley.
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State officials
in Oregon advised us that stage construction
provided
an opportunity
to correct
distortions
They stated that the second stage
caused by settlement.
should be applied
about 5 years after
initial
construction.
Although
officials
in the States using stage construction appeared to be enthusiastic
about the advantages
of
stage construction,
certain
of these States (Colorado,
New
Mexico and Oregon) had discontinued
the use of stage construction
because (1) they were uncertain
as to the continuation
of the interstate
program and the availability
of
FAI funds when the second stage would be required
and (2)
they did not believe
that full
benefits
could be realized
from the first
stage by placing
the second stage prior
to
the scheduled
termination
date of the interstate
program
(1974).
It appears likely,
therefore,
that the need for overlays will
increase
as States discontinue
the use of stage
Moreover,
even m
construction
of flexible
pavements.
those States that use such stage construction,
the thickness of the second stage which exceeds that originally
planned is similar
to the additional
thickness
realized
through
the use of overlays.
The cost of such additional
thicknesses
were not included,
however,
in the $200 million
estimate
for the overlay
program.
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OVERLAYS OF RIGID PAVEMENTS
Although
the overlay
program was initiated
primarily
for flexible-pavement
highways,
we noted that problems had
been encountered
on portland
cement concrete
(rigid)
pavements.
At December 31, 1963, 8,718 miles of rigid-pavement
The 1968 cost
interstate
highways were open to traffic.
estimate
included
costs for overlays
on 739 miles of rigid
we
found
that the problems
pavements.
During our review,
associated
with rigid
pavements needing overlays
included
bad cracks and joints
and inadequate
base structures,
which
Solutions
to
resulted
in unacceptable
riding
surfaces.
these problems are not clear-cut,
because overlays
of flexible pavement on top of the rigid
pavements do not always
The cracks and rough joints
are somesolve the problems.
To prevent
the
times transmitted
through
the overlays.
reconstruction
sometimes 1s
roughness
from reoccurring,
in
other
cases
stabilization
of
the
base is
necessary;
needed.
FHWA officials
informed
us that their
experience
had
shown that,
although
flexible
pavements required
resurfacing
after
about 10 years,
rigid
pavements were expected
to last
25 years before resurfacing
was required.
When rigidpavement segments evidence
distress
and inabillty
to carry
traffic
for the 20-year period,
however,
some additional
work is necessary
to keep these sections
in acceptable
condition.
We noted that several
overlays
over rigid
pavement
had been placed in Texas with tentative
FHWA approval
for
One of the projects
1s discussed
below.
FAI partlcipatlon.
In September 1967, F'HWA approved the State's
plans,
specifications,
and estimate
for overlaying
a 6.5-mile
segment of Interstate
Route 45 with from 1 to 3 inches
The initial
pavement,
conof flexible
pavement.
structed
in 1958, consisted
of 11 inches of unreinThe justification
for the overlay
was
forced concrete.
that the joints
had deteriorated
and were spalling
and
that the rldlng
surface was considered
to be rough.
FHWA records
show that there had been no deficiency
in
the structural
capacity
of the pavement but that the
problems had been caused by poor design of the base
and joints.
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The overlay
was completed
in April
1968 at a total
cost of $349,000,
of which $336,000 was tentatively
considered
by FHWA to be eligible
for FAI participation.
At the time of our review,
the State had been
reimbursed
by FHWA for $290,000 of the $297,000 it had
claimed.
We were advised that,
in the event that the
project
was not finally
approved,
the amount of FAI
funds already
paid the State would be deducted from
the billings
for other FAI projects.
Final
approval
of this project
for FAI participation
depends on whether the State can provide
FHWA with an
acceptable
design analysis
which demonstrates
that a
sufficient
amount of structural
strength
was added by
For
the overlay
to justify
expenditure
of FAI funds.
the depth of the overlay
was based on
this project,
engineering
judgment rather
than on a design analysis.
Although
the deterioration
problems relative
to rigid
pavements will
have to be corrected,
it is not clear as to
whether overlays
used to correct
such problems should be
financed
with FAI funds.
FINA's policies
require
that,
for
an overlay
to be eligible
for FAI funding,
the deteriorated
pavement show a need for additional
structural
strength
and
that a design analysis
show that the overlay
will
provide
We
were
informed
by FHWA
the needed structural
strength.
that there was no known method of meaofficials,
however,
suring whether additional
structural
strength
was provided
by addrng a flexible
overlay
to rigid
pavement.
SCOPE

OF THE

OVERLAY PROGRAM

The following
table
shows the miles and types of pavements of the Interstate
System in place as of December 31,
1963, and June 30, 1969, and those proposed to complete the
system.
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Miles

and types

of interstate
Rigid
pavement

Constructed
prior
to December 31, 1963
Constructed
between December 30, 1963, and
June 30, 1969
Total
constructed
June 30, 1969
Proposed for
tion after
1969

bSurface

Flexible
pavement

Other

Total

8,717

6,713

66

15,496

7,544

5,063

110

12,717

16,261

11,776

7,234

5,533

l,520b

14,287

23,495

17,309

1,696

42.500

at
176a 28,213

construcJune 30,

Total
Interstate
System
constructed
or proposed
aCombined
flexible

pavement

flexible
and rigid--one
and one rigid.
not yet

lane

or set of lanes

determined.

Although
the Interstate
System is generally
consldered
to be a system of highways designed
and constructed
to
carry traffic
for a 20-year period,
the state of the art in
highway design and construction
had not progressed
to the
in the early years of the program,
where it would
point,
provide
for 20-year highways without
substantial
additional
In 1967, when the States reviewed
the flexconstruction.
ible pavement that had been authorized
for construction
prior
to October 1963 for the purpose of preparing
the 1968
cost estimate,
it was determined
that 2,044 miles of pavement were in a deteriorated
condition
and would require
overlays.
Precise
information
as to the total
mileage of
flexible
highways authorized
for construction
prior
to
October 1963, was not available
at FHYWAheadquarters.
As
shown in the above table,
however,
6,713 miles of flexiblepavement highway had been constructed
at December 31, 1963.
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It is generally
accepted by highway engineers
that
both flexible
and rigid
pavement perlodically
require
overlays to remedy deterioration.
State and FHWA officials
informed us that flexible
pavements required
an overlay
about
whereas rigid
pavements may last 25
every 10 to 12 years,
years before requiring
overlays.
As discussed
earlier,
changes in the state of the art in pavement design have come
about gradually
over a period of time as a result
of research and experience.
Although
FHWA and State officials
expressed
to us their
belief
that these changes had improved the quality
of highways,
they told us that they
still
could not be assured that current
designs would elimWe were informed
that the design proinate past problems.
cess had not yet been refined
to cope with all the variables
encountered
in designing
an adequate pavement.
The overlay
costs of $200 million
included
in the 1968
cost estimate
related
only to those highway segments authorized before October 24, 1963, for construction
to ultimate
design that showed signs of distress
when the estimate
was
prepared
in 1967.
Because problems in pavement design have
not been resolved
and because the October 1963 date does not
represent
a dramatic
breakthrough
in providing
for improveit appears to us that the need for
ments in pavement design,
overlays
will
not be restricted
to highway segments authorized before October 24, 1963, and that a significant
amount
of the interstate
mileage constructed
after
1963 will
also
require
overlays
before the end of the 20-year design periods.
In responding
to questions
the Federal Highway Administrator

during our review,
us that:

Roads has taken a conservative position
in the evaluation
of pavement
structure
designs proposed by the State highway
and has selected
a middle area above
departments,
what would be a gross underdesign
and below what
could be termed a gross overdesign.
When however,
in actual
service
it is established
that the initial
pavement structure
construction
will
not be
satisfactory
for the design year, additional
construction
is approved and authorized
for participation
with Federal-aid
funds."
"The Bureau

of Public

raised
told

Thus FHWA has taken the position
that whenever existing
interstate
highway segments do not provide
the serviceabllity
initially
anticipated
and additional
pavement construction
work is required
to remedy deterioration
and upgrade the
highway,
such work will
be authorized
with FAI participation.
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AGENCY COMMENTS
In commenting on our draft
report,
the Assistant
SecreDepartment
of Transportation,
did
tary for Administration,
not comment on the long-term
effect
of deterioration
of
highway segments and the continuing
need for overlays.
He
stated that (1) since there was no legal prohibition
against
the program and since the Congress had acquiesced
In FHWA"s long-standing
administrative
interpretation
of
the Department believed
that our
the appropriate
statutes,
referral
of matter to the Congress was "superfluous"
and
(2) the substance
of the overlay
program and its scope were
Memorandum
formalized
on January 11, 1962, in Instructional
21-l-62,
which was well known to the Congress.
Although
there is no legal prohibition
against
the application
of the 20-year
design period
to highway segments
approved before October 24, 1963, for construction,
it is
not clear from the legislative
history
of the 1963 amendment that the Congress intended
that FAI funds be used for
additional
construction
to extend the design period
on projects constructed
or under construction
at the time the
amendment was enacted.
The Department
considers
the overlay
program to be similar
to stage construction
authorized
by the 1962 memorana fundamental
difference
bktweendum. There is, however,
planned
stage construction
pursuant
to the 1962 memorandum
The States,
with FHWA approval,
and the overlay
program.
plan stage construction
for specific
highway segments in
advance,
and the cost estimates
for such segments reflect
The overlays
inthe total
estimated
cost of all stages.
cluded in our review were programmed for highway segments
which were initially
constructed
to their
ultimate
design,
and the use of FAI funds for overlaying
these segments was
programmed only after
the segments evidenced
deterioration,
The distinction
between planned
stage construction
and
overlays
is further
highlighted
by comments made by an official of the State of Washrngton
in responding
to our draft
He defined
an overlay
as the repair
of a pavement
report*
failing
unexpectedly
and defined
stage construction
as the
planned strengthening
of a pavement at a finite
time period
after
the initial
construction,
A Wyoming State official
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also commented on this distinction
and differentiated
between stage construction
and overlays
on the basis that deterioration
of the pavement was not necessarily
a consideration
in stage construction,
whereas advanced deterioration
was a prerequisite
for overlaying
a segment of highway.
Although
the $200 million
estimated
cost of the overlay
program was included
in the 1968 estimate,
rt was defined
as:
*'Extra
opened
quately

stage of pavement structure
on earlier
sections
of Interstate
System to adeaccommodate design year traffic."

This definition
could be applied
to either
the overlay
program or stage construction.,
We believe,
however,
that the
description
is misleading,
because, in actuality,
It related to'the
cost of overlays
to correct
deficiencies
on
previously
completed
segments of the Interstate
System that
were not initially
planned or built
under the stage construction
concept.
Several
States,
in providing
FHWA with comments on our
draft
report,
discussed
the need for future
overlays
to
provide
periodic
upgrading
of the Interstate
System.
Their
comments indicate
that there will
be a substantial
future
need for overlays
and that the need will
not be restricted
to highway segments authorized
before October 24, 1963.
lay

Some of the States
needs follow.

comments with

regard

to future

over-

<

Colorado
We certainly
agree with the conclusions
expressed ***,
There will
always be a need to upgrade completed
segments of the Interstate
System.
Some equitable
method will
be necessary
for determining
when needed and the means of
funding."
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Oregon
of this draft
to
I(*** we agree with the findings
that all surthe effect
that we cannot guarantee
facings
designed
since 1964, whether they be
will
last the ZO-year design
flexible
or rigid,
period without
deterioration
to the degree that
would require
an overlay
of more than mainteIn other words, some of the
nance proportions.
surfacing
constructed
since 1964 may need heavier
overlays
than the two inches indicated
on our
stage construction
program before the end of the
interstate
program."
Texas
"We believe
that if truck weights
are going to
be allowed
to increase
that the Highway Trust
Fund should be used to provide
a continuing
upgrading
of the Interstate
System,"
Vermont
"It is our feeling
that the matter of upgrading
the Interstate
System will
eventually
become a
matter for Congress to decide and act upon.
The
report
points
out, and we agree, that a substantial
portion
of the Interstate
System may not be
structurally
adequate to carry the design year
We feel that this is not due to intraffic.
ferior
construction
or poor design practice,
but
is due to the admitted
fact that pavement structime, an
ture design is not, up to the present
exact science ***,'O
Washington
91** the conclusions
drawn from the report
seem
to be that overlays
are necessary,
that more
overlays
can be expected,
and that it is desirable at this time to formulate
some new rules
for determining
who is going to pay for them.
With this,
we can hardly
disagree
**.I9
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Wyoming
I'**
it appears that Congress intended
to turn
over to the States upon completion
of the Interstate Highway program a System that is safe,
durable
and so designed and constructed
as to
preclude
it becoming a burden to the State as
far as the maintenance
function
is concerned."
*

*

*

*

*

I'**
if it is determined
that the structure
design of the pavement on a particular
project
fails
to meet the standards
that will
be conducive to safety,
durability,
and economy of maintenance then the criteria
upon which the design
of the pavement was based must be changed and the
pavement upgraded to meet the new standards
that
will
insure compliance
with the intent
of Congress."
CONCLUSIONS
We conclude
that the initiation
of an overlay
program
by FHWA illustrates
its recognition
that much of the Interstate System will
not be capable of handling
the types and
The overlay
program
volumes of the design-year
traffic.
was established
to correct
the immediate
deterioration
problems on the Interstate
System.
The problem of pavement deterioration,
however,
is not restricted
to highway segments
authorized
before
October 24, 1963 but relates
also to
highways
subsequently
constructed--including
those built
in
stages-- and might well continue
to exist on segments of
highways already
overlaid.
Although
the interstate
program is scheduled
to terminate at June 30, 1974, the need for overlays
will
continue
past that date and into the foreseeable
future.
Thus the
$200 mLlli.on
set forth
in the 1968 cost estimate
represents
only the short-term
cost of overlays.
The total
overlay
costs will
vastly
exceed those included
in the estimate.
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MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE CONGRESS
The extent
to which Federal
funds may be available
in
the future
to assist
the States in paying for the cost of
overlays
on the Interstate
System is a matter for the Congress to determine.
Because of the long-term
need for
overlays
and the substantial
costs involved,
the Congress
may wish to express its intent
relative
to the use of FAI
funds to upgrade completed
segments of the Interstate
SysIf the Congress intends
that
tem that have deteriorated.
FAI funds be used to provide
periodic
upgrading
of the Interstate
System, it may wish to specifically
authorize
such
upgrading
on the basis of a reliable
estimate
of the annual
costs that will
thereby
be incurred.
The Congress may wish also to consider
the long-term
need for overlays
on the Interstate
System in its deliberations on the funding
of the Interstate
System, any future
expansion
thereof,
or any follow-on
highway program.
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CHAPTER3
NEED TO CONSIDER EXTENT TO WHICH OVERLAYS
RELIEVE THE STATES OF MAINTENANCE RESPONSIBILITIES
Maintenance
of the Interstate
System IS,
Section
116(a)
responsibility
of the States.
of the United States Code states:

by law,
of title

the
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I'*** it shall be the duty of the State highway deor cause to be maintained,
partment
to maintain,
any project
constructed
under the provisions
of
this chapter
or constructed
under the provisions
The State's
obligation
to the
of prior
Acts.
United
States to maintain
any such project
shall
cease when it no longer consititutes
a part of a
Federal-aid
system."
Project
agreements
between FHWA and the States providing
for
Federal-aid
assistance
in highway construction
stipulate
at their
expense,maintaln,
or cause to be
that the States,
maintained,
those sections
completed
and turned over to
them.
State and FHWA officials
informed
us that it was necesand rigid-pavement
highways to be oversary for flexiblelaid periodically
to preserve
their
riding
qualities.
The
riding
qualities
appears to
preservation
of the highways"
us to be a maintenance
responsibility
of the States in accordance with the requirements
of the Federal-aid
highway
legislation.
Although
the primary
purpose of the overlay
program initiated
in 1967 is to add structural
strength
to
deteriorated
highways,
an overlay
has the effect
of relieving the States of their
responsibility
for maintaining
smooth
and safe riding
surfaces.
Under FHWA's overlay
program,
FAI funds can be used
for overlays
of l-l/Z
inches or more on flexible-pavement
We discussed
with State and FHWA officials
the
highways.
amount of overlay
required
to restore
the riding
qualities
Although
their
opinions
varied,
they agreed,
of a highway.
in general,
that at least l-1/2
inches of overlay
was

Since FHWA approves the use of FAI funds for
necessary.
overlays
of l-1/2
Inches or more, we believe
that there is
no incentive
for States to overlay
the interstate
hlghways
The
thickas part of their
maintenance
responsibilities.
ness of the overlays
which were completed
in the four
States where we performed
our detailed
review ranged from
l-1/2
inches to 5-l/2
inches,
(See app. I.>
STATE MAINTENANCE PRACTICES
Section
101(a) of title
23 of the United
States Code
defines
maintenance
as the preservation
of the entire
highway, Including
surface,
shoulders,
roadsldes,
structures,
and traffic
control
devices as necessary
for Its safe and
The Federal-aid
project
agreements
efficient
utilization.
between the States and FHWA provide
that the States mainFHWA has not
tain completed
interstate
highway segments.
established
guidelines
setting
forth
the specific
level
of
FHWA considers
the
maintenance
expected
of the States.
States'
responslbllities,
however,
to be lrmlted
to "normal
consists
of
repairing
potwhich,
generally,
maintenance,"
and applying
short patches.
sealing
cracks,
holes,
Guldelrnes
published
by AASHO
the preservation
and upkeep of all
way as nearly
as practicable
to Its
its subsequently
improved condition.
ognize the necessity
for restoring
highways
from time to time through

define
maintenance
as
the elements of a highoriginal
condition
or
These guidelines
recthe riding
surfaces
of
the use of overlays.

The interstate
highway maintenance
practices
of the
States we visited
consisted
primarily
of repairing
potholes,
These States
applying
short patches,
and sealing
cracks.
have also applied
seal coats1 to segments of flexiblepavement highways.
(See photographs
on p* 29 showing the
use of patches and seal coats.)
Providing
seal coats and
repairing
potholes
will
usually
improve a highway's
riding
We were advised by various
State
surface
to some extent.
1A thin layer of asphaltlc
material
used to seal
pores in the highway surface
in order to protect
ment from weather.
2%

cracks and
the pave-

that
officials,
however,
qurred during
the life
of
ceptable
riding
surface,
had not normally
provided
maintenance
programs and
to do so,

overlays
generally
would be rethe hlghway to maintain
an acOur review showed that the States
for overlays
in their
interstate
that FHWA had not required
them

We noted that,
as an exception
to the general
practice
not providing
overlays,
Texas had provided
of the States'
numerous l- to l-l/Z-inch
overlays
on interstate
segments
without
Federal-aid
assistance
prior
to the beginning
of
These
overlays
were
placed
at
the overlay
program in 1967.
periodrc
intervals
ranging
from 2 to 9 years after
initial
construction.
State officials
advised us that it always
had been anticipated
that an overlay
would be necessary
in
order for the pavement structure
to provide
adequate
serviceWe were informed
that
ability
through
the design period.
FAI assrstance
would have been requested
had overlays
been
considered
eligible
at the time.
OVERLAYS ON DETERIORATED
RIDING SURFACES
An overlay
which adds to the structural
strength
of a
highway also has the effect
of replacing
a used and deteriorated riding
surface.
FHWA's instructions
require
that
the justrfrcation
for such an overlay
be based on a design
analysrs
which shows that the pavement,
with normal mainwill
not provide
adequate serviceability
for a
tenance,
According
to F'HWA's criteria,
specific
20-year period.
examples of flexible-pavement
distress
which indicate
eligibility
for an overlay
are:
--Extensive

cracking

in the wheel

--Rutting
or deformation
face course.
--Rough

and deformed

that

riding

extends

below

the

sur-

surface.

and logitudinal
--Random, transverse,
will
result
in early deterioration
structure.
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paths.

cracking
that
of the pavement

The photographs
on pages 32 to 34 show the deterlorated pavement conditions
of various
Interstate
segments
As
part
of our
scheduled
for overlay
in several
States.
we made visual
observations
of hlghway segments
review,
The following
examples summarizes
scheduled
for overlays,
observationsmadeby
us while,
accompanied
by F‘HWA personnel, driving
over a project
in Oregon In April
1969.
The southbound
right-hand
lane had almost continuous
short patches and some portlons
showed evidence
of having been patched three times; some patches were cracking and some were developing
potholes.
The areas
where t-he original
pavement was vlslble
showed extensive cracking
and wheel ruts about half an inch deep.
We noted that the rutted
and cracked surface
adversely
We
were
affected
the riding
quality
of the highway.
advised by FHWA personnel
that the continued
patching
of the highway had not provided
an adequate riding
surface
for any extended period
of time because large
numbers of patches had been placed at different
times
and because each patch was adequate
for only a relatlvely
short period of time.
The interstate
segment on which we made our observaThe overlay
tions had been opened to traffic
In 1961.
design analysis
prepared
by Oregon showed that 9 inches
of asphaltic
concrete
overlay
was needed--6
inches to
restore
the deterioration
in the weight-bearing
capacity of the inltlal
pavement structure
and 3 inches to
The
meet requirements
of the new design standards.
State estimated
that the cost of this 12.5-mile
overlay would be $2.1 mllllon,
At the time of our review,
this section
had not yet been overlaid,
At the the time of our review,
14 overlay
projects
had
been completed
rn Arizona,
Maine, Oregon, and Texas.
The
period
of use of these highway segments--the
time between
initial
construction
and the placement
of the overlay-On the
ranged from 4 to 11 years and averaged 8-l/2
years.
basis of the generally
accepted premise that flexible
pavements require
an overlay
after
about 10 years,
rt appears
that these highway segments had reached,or
were approaching,
their
serviceabillty
limit
with respect
to the adequacy
of the rldlng
surface.
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OREGON

- ON I-5 - BETWEEN EUGENE AND SALEM - SHOWING DEPRESSIONS IN WHEEL
PATHS FROM l/2 TO I INCH IN DEPTH
THIS PROJECT WAS INCLUDED
IN 1968 ESTIMATE BUT HAD NOT BEEN OVERLAID
AT THE TIME OF OUR REVIEW
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TEXAS - ON I-20 NEAR ABILENE - THESE PICTURES WERE TAKEN IN 1968 AND SHOW
CRACKS AND DEPRESSIONS IN THE WHEEL PATHS
THIS SECTION HAS
BEEN OVERLAID SINCE THESE PICTURES WERE TAKEN
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AGENCY COMMENTS
In our draft
report we suggested that FHWA establish
maintenance
standards
which recognrze
that the periodic
placement
of addrtlonal
layers of pavement is necessary
to
provide
a safe and efficient
riding
surface
and that these
added pavement layers represent
a maintenance
function,
the
We
suggested
cost of whrch should be borne by the State.
also that, when overlays
are necessary
to add strength,
the
portron
of such overlay
which represents
that work which
would otherwise
be needed to provide
a new rrdlng
surface
be classified
as a maintenance
function
and the costs
thereof
be charged to the States.
The Asslstant
Secretary
for Administration
advised us
that the Department
drd not concur -Ln our suggestions.
He
stated
that maintenance
was already
defined,
in sectron
101
of title
23 of the United States Code, as the preservation
of the entire
highway and that whether or not an overlay
was
reasonably
necessary
at any point in time was an engrneering
determlnatlon
which could not be made without
an inspection
of the highway and an evaluation
of all the pertinent
facts.
The AssIstant
Secretary
also stated that,
where overlays
are required
to preserve
an interstate
highway (i.e.,
maintenance) 1 rather
than to add to the highway's
structural
strength
to meet the standards
specified
in title
23, such
work was accomplished
by the States at their
expense.
With respect
to the allocation,
as a maintenance
funcof a portion
of the cost of overlays
used to add
tion,
the Assistant
Secretary
stated
structural
strength,
"We do not believe
that It is practical
or necessary as you suggest,
to measure and separately
pay for small quantltles
of material
of variable
thickness
that constitute
a levelrng
course or
wedge between a theoretrcal
base of additIona
overlay
layer and the top surface
of existing
pavement,
The purpose of the leveling
course
1s to provide
a plane surface on which to place
the overlay
layer,
not to rejuvenate
or protect
the existing
surface."
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We did not suggest that the small amounts-included
in
1 be measured and separately
paid
the overlay
for leveling
We
realize
that
the
purpose
of
the
for by the States.
leveling
course is to provide
a plane surface on which to
Our suggestion
was meant to encompass
place the overlay.
it was directed
toward recognizing
the
more than leveling;
fact that,
when an overlay
is placed for the purpose of adding structural
strength
to the highway,
It necessarily
proSince
the
pavements
on
which
vides a new riding
surface.
overlays
are placed already
had a deteriorated
riding
surface, the placement
of an overlay
had the effect
of relieving the States of the financial
responsibility
for the work
necessary
to restore
the riding
surface to an acceptable
The
small
quantities
of
material
used for leveling
level.
would be less than those required
to fully
restore
the riding surface.
Our suggestion
was directed
toward establishing
a polICY requiring
the allocation
of a portlon
of the total
overlay cost to maintenance.
Obviously,
to make such an allocation would require
the establishment
of some means, equitable to all the States,
for measuring
the amount of an
overlay
which should be considered
as maintenance.
Although
there may be a number of alternatlve
methods available
for
such measurement,
p erhaps the simplest
method would be for
FHWA to allow Federal
participation
in only the allocated
cost of the overlay
which represents
the amount of overlay
in excess of a minimum depth.
FWA has already
established
that,
to be eligible
for FAI participation
as construction,
the overlay
requirement
must be for at least l-l/Z
inches.
Several
States,
in commenting on our draft
report,
discussed the relationship
between overlays
and the States'
maintenance
responsibilities
and our suggestions
that (1) a
portion
of the overlay
cost be allocated
to maintenance
and
(2) FHWA establish
maintenance
standards
which recognize
1

A small amount of material,
which is in addition
to that
required
for the overlay,
is usually
included
In the overlay amount for purposes of filling
depressions
and is Included also in the cost eligible
for FALL participation.
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that overlays
are needed periodically
for
Following
are pertinent
comments.
pose.

maintenance

Colorado
'I*** we believe
that it would be almost impossible
to determine
if an overlay
was only for the purpose of improving
riding
surface or for upgrading
According
to the theory,
the structural
strength.
Hence
an overlay
would automatically
do both.
again we believe
that some equitable
method (possibly
on a length of service basis only)
should
be provided
to determine
eligibility
for any federal financing
of overlays."
Oregon
"We cannot agree with
pllcatron
to the maintenance
seems to conclude
that the
formed adequate maintenance
System because we are then
sure of maintenance
in the
overlay
work."

the draft
in its apThe GAO
program.
states have not peron the Interstate
able to get a meafully
participating

Vermont
"*** We would expect to perform
'normal marnteHighways in Vermont,
nance' on the Interstate
but it is our contention
that Pnormal maintenance' is that maintenance
required
to safeguard
the quality
or condition
of the highway,
and
would include
maintaining
ditches
and drainage
structures
and whatever
surfacing
might be required
to keep the surface of the traveled
way
and shoulders
waterproof,
to counteract
the
normal aging process of flexible
pavements.
"Jr** Whereas the report
recommends that a portion
of any overlay
represents
'normal maintenance,'
and that therefore
a portion
of the cost should
be borne by the states,
we feel that at the present fund matching
ratio
of 90-10, the 10 percent
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pur-

"

paid by the state does represent
our contribution
to the cost of the upkeep of the highway,
when
taken In addition
to the other maintenance
operations that are being performed."
Washington
I'**
Whoever establishes
these standards
[maintenance standards
recognizing
need for maintenance
overlays]
should be guided by the fact that a
rough riding
surface
is usually
a precursor
of
structural
insufficiency
and simple [normal]
maintenance
will
provide
only transient,
superficial
relief."
Texas
"We would object
to the Secretary
directing
that
maintenance
standards
for highways be established
with the recommendation
that certain
overlays
be
required
from time to time.
We feel that this is
the States prerogative
within
the funds allocated
to them."
Wyoming
"This Department
is in agreement *Jck that overlays
are required
from time to trme to provrde
a safe
and efficient
riding
surface and should represent
a normal maintenance
operation
[after
the highway
IS properly
designed
and constructed]
**.'I
1s defined
in the law, as the
Although
maintenance
preservation
of the entire
highway,
normal maintenance,
as
practiced
by the States with FHWA's approval,
will
not provrde the level
of maintenance
needed for an acceptable
ridWe believe
that maintenance
standards
should
ing surface.
be established
that will
define
an acceptable
level
of mainSuch standards
tenance and will
treat
all States uniformly.
should provide
the States with a better
understanding
of
their
responsibilities
and should provide
FHWA regional
personnel with criteria
with which they could provide
guidance
to the States in evaluating
the adequacy of maintenance.
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CONCLUSIONS
as defined
by FHWA and as practiced
Normal maintenance,
does not encompass the full
degree of mainby the States,
tenance required
to provide
an acceptable
riding
surface
for pavements on interstate
highways,
FHWA should establish
more precise
maintenance
requirements
for interstate
highways that recognize
that periodic
overlays
are necessary
to
provide
acceptable
rrding
surfaces.
When new riding
surfaces
are provided
by overlays
which
are considered
to be additional
construction
for the purpose
of upgrading
the structural
strength
of highways,
the
StatesO marntenance
responsrbilities
are being met simultaAccordingly,
we believe
neously
with the upgrading
process.
that the portion
of the overlay
which represents
that which
would otherwise
be required
to provide
a smooth and safe
riding
surface
should be determlned
and that the related
costs should be borne by the States.
RlXOMM.ENDATIONS TO THE SECRETARY OF
TRANSPORTATION
We recommend that the Secretary
of Transportation
require
that maintenance
standards
for interstate
highways be
established
that fully
define
the States'
maintenance
responsibilities
and provide
for a mrnimum level
of the States
responsibilities.
We recommend also that the standards
recognize that (1) overlays
are required
from time to time to
provide
safe and efficient
riding
surfaces
and (2) the costs
of such overlays
represent
normal maintenance
and should be
borne by the States.
We further
recommend that,
when overlays
are considered
necessary
to upgrade the structural
strength
of pavements,
the costs of the portions
of the overlays
which would otherwise be needed to provide
new riding
surfaces
be classlfled
as State maintenance
responsibilities.
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CHAPTER 4
NEED TO IMPROVE MIXHODS FOR
DETERMINING OVERLAY REQUImENTS
There are significant
differences
among the States in
(1) the methods of evaluating
the condition
of highway surfaces to determine
whether overlays
are necessary
and
(2) the design procedures
for establishing
the amounts of
In addition
to the differences
among States,
the
overlays.
States'
methods differ,
in varying
degrees,
from the method
set forth
by AASHO and subscribed
to by FHWA.
The different
methods used and the application
of varyrng degrees of engineering
judgment by the States do not,
result
in uniform
methods of determining
in our oplnionl
the optimum time for placing
overlays
and the amounts of
We believe
that there is not sufficient
assuroverlays.
ance that (1) overlays
are placed at the proper time--neither too early to ensure full
economic benefit
from the existing
pavement nor too late to avoid undue structural
damare
age to the pavement-- and (2) the amounts of overlays
not substantially
more or less than those required
to provide the needed serviceability.
FHWA instructed
the States to examine all sectlons
of
pavement authorized
prior
to October 24, 1963.
Where an
examination
indicated
that a pavement structure,
with normal
maintenance,
would not provide
adequate performance
through
a 20-year period from initial
authorization
of the project,
rea design analysis
was to be made, The instructions
quired that FHWA personnel
use AASHO design criteria
to
measure the designs
submitted
by the States as support for
their
overlay
requests
and the extent
of FAI participation
when the States'
designs
indicate
needs for thicker
overlays than would be justified
by the AASHO criteria.
The
instructions
required
also that,
for those States that did
not use the AASHO method, FAI participation
in overlays
costs be limited
to the amount of overlays
which would be
required
under the AASHO criteria.

MEXHODS FOR DRIERMINING WHETHER
AN OVERLAY IS NECESSARY
overlay
requirements
for flexAs discussed
earlier,
ible pavements are closely
associated
with the deterioration
which occurs in the riding
qualities
of pavement,
State
highway officials
advised us of the importance
of placing
overlays
in time to prevent
unnecessary
destruction
of the
existing
pavement.
It seems that it would be equally
important
that these overlays
not be placed until
such time
as the full
economic benefit
has been obtained
from the
original
surface
course.
In determining
the need for an overlay,
State and FHWA
personnel
first
determine
the condition
or serviceability
Serviceability
is defined
as the
of the existing
pavement.
ability
of a pavement to serve high-speed
automobile
and
The AASHO manual for pavement evaluation
truck traffic.
provides
for the use of a "present
serviceability
index"
to
A pavement conmeasure the surface
condition
of pavements,
dition
can be rated on a scale of zero to five.
A rating
between four and five is anticipated
for a new surface,
whereas a rating
of two or below indicates
a need for resurfacing.
FHWA has not required
the States to adopt the AASHO
rating
system or any other uniform
pavement-rating
system.
In the States we visited,
the State highway departments
utilized
a variety
of methods to perform the condition
examination required
by FHWA. In reviewing
the States'
requests
FHWA apparently
used the same method as did
for overlays,
the respective
States to identify
those pavements in need
of overlays,
Although
the FHWA instructions
describe
the
type of surface deterioration
which may indicate
that an
overlay
is necessary,
they do not specify
the extent
of such
deterioration
which should exist
before
placing
the overlay.
The rating
systems used by some of the
in our review are discussed
below.
Maine--Maine
uses a ltqualitative
is based on visual
observation
surface
features.
This system
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States

included

rating
system" which
of crack patterns
and
results
in a numerical

rating
on a scale from one (bad) to five (good) and
The State
appears to be similar
to the MSHO system.
uses also an electronic
device to measure the serviceability
of the pavements.
FHWA officials
advised us,
that they did not believe
that the above syshowever,
tems were reliable
for determinlng
whether overlays
Instead,
the
were needed on the Interstate
System.
combined engineering
judgment
of State and F'HWA offlcials,
based upon their
visual
observations
of the
was the method used to estabpavement deterioration,
lish overlay
needs.
Texas--In
Texas, pavements were determined
to be eligible
for overlays
on the basis of the joint
engineerThe
paveing judgment of State and FHWA personnel.
constructed,
were assigned an asments, as initially
at
the
time of the condition
sumed rating
of five and,
were assigned another
rating
to represent
examination,
The serviceability
the current
value of the pavement.
at the end of the design year was estimated
by plotting
the original
and current
values on a graph and projecting them on the basis that deterioration
would continue
This method indicates
the need for
at the same rate,
an overlay
when the result
of this projection
shows
that the serviceabillty
would be below an acceptable
level
prior
to the design year,
Arizona--In
Arizona
serviceability
was rated on a
scale from zero to five.
The ratings
were based on
the average values of visual
ratings
made by FHWA and
Arizona
Highway Department
engineers.
Those highway
sections
at or approaching
a rating
of 2,5 were scheduled for overlays,
A State official
advised us that
Arizona
did not have the equipment
necessary
to make
the objective
measurements
of servlceabllity
called
for
by the AASHO system.
Oregon--In
Oregon no attempt
was made to rate the serviceablllty
of the pavements.
Pavements were determined to be in need of overlays
on the basis of visual
observatrons
of State and FHWA engineers
and their
judgments
that the pavements could not last for the
20-year design life
without
overlays.
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State officials
advrsed us that they were consrderrng
the use of some objective
measurements
of pavement
condition
which would indicate
when overlays
are necessary.
Washinpton--Pavements
were determined
to be eligible
for overlays
on the basis of numerical
ratings
assigned by visual
observations
of the amount of various
New pavements are
types of existing
pavement defects.
rated at 85. When the rating
drops to 60, the State
The State esconsiders
that an overlay
is required.
timates
that the rating
will
drop about 2.5 points
a
year and that an overlay
IS anticipated
in about
10 years.
Pavements were included
In the estimate
of overlay
needs when the rating
taken in 1967 indicated
that
rating
of 60 or less would be reached by 1974.

a

Vermont--Highways
in Vermont were determined
to be in
need of overlays
on the basis of the combined judgment
We were advised
that
of State and FHWA engineers.
numerical
ratings
showing the current
serviceability
of the pavements were not prepared.
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METHODS FOR DETERMINING
HOW MUCH OVERLAY IS REQUIRED
Determining
the thickness
of a pavement overlay
requires
the preparation
of a design analysis
which includes
an evaluation
of the existing
pavement and soil values together with projections
of the volume and weight
of future
traffic,
principally
truck traffic
with heavy axle loads.
FHWA requires
that this determination
be accomplished
through use of a design analysis
by whatever
desrgn method
1s used by each State.
FHWA instructions
require
that the
Statesv
design analyses
be prepared
for each segment of the
originally
built
pavement and be evaluated
an terms of the
We found a number of differences
in
AASHQ design methods,
the design methods used.
Freq-xency

of design

analyses

Qregon, and Texas each prepared
detailed
deArizona,
sign analyses
for each highway segment on which they requested FHWA approval
for an overlay,
In Maine the justification
for five overlay
projects
FHWA officials
adwas based on one basic design analysis.
vised us that this design analysis
had justified
overlays
In actual
practice,
however,
a variety
of
of 5-l/4
inches.
overlay
depths ranging
from l-3/4
to 5-l/4
inches were approved on an experimental
basis to determine
the most satrsBecause
only
one
basic
desrgn analfactory
overlay
depth.
ysis was made, no determination
of the existing
pavement
values for each orlglnally
built
segment was made; FHWA did
not evaluate
the State's
overlay
design in terms of AASHO
to FHWA instructions.
design methods, contrary
Frequency

of pavement

samples

Although
FHWA's instructions
require
that the States
determine
the structural
value of the existing
subbase,
base, and surface
courses as part of the design analyses,
the instructions
do not specify
how these values are to be
These values are needed to determine
the
established.
We found that
structural
values of the existing
pavement.
uniform
procedures
regarding
the frequency
of pavement and
soil samples had not been followed
by the States.
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four overlay
projects,
to1. In Oregon, we reviewed
included
in the 1968 cost estaling
16.4 miles,
timate and found that from two to four pavement and
soil samples per overlay
project
had been taken for
We were
the purpose of preparing
the estimates.
informed
that samples every one-half
mile would be
taken to establish
the requirements
for the final
overlay
designs.
2. In Maine, we reviewed
five overlay
projects,
toand found that six pavement samtaling
34 miles,
ples had been taken on two projects
covering
about
16 miles.
We were informed
that tests of pavement
had been limited
to the two projects
because these
pavements were considered
to be representative
of
all pavements submltted
for overlays.
3. In Arizona,
the majority
of the sections
of the Interstate
System that were identified
for the 1968
cost estimate
as requiring
overlays
were sampled at
The samples consisted
intervals
of 2 to 3 miles.
of core samples to the total
depth of each of the
We were informed
that,
in
various
roadbed courses.
the future,
the pavement would be tested at l,OOOfoot intervals
prior
to actual
overlays.
4. In Vermont,
we were
lowed them to take
mate but that,
for
mately two samples
project.

informed
that time had not alsamples for the 1968 cost estlactual
overlay
designs,
approxiwould be taken for each overlay

5. The State of Texas took core samples on three of
the 11 overlay
projects
for flexible-pavement
highOn
the
other
eight
projects,
the
design
ways.
analysis
was based on tests performed
during
1964
for use in making the 1965 estimate
of costs to
We were
complete the Interstate
Highway System.
informed
that no uniform
procedures
had been followed relative
to the distance
between test samples
taken and that engineering
judgment,
condition
of
original
design
of
the
structure,
and
expavement,
perience
were all used in determining
the number
and spacing of sample areas.
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6. We were told that core samples were not taken in
WashIngton
unless the surface
condltlon
andlcated
that there had been failures
in the base materials,
Comparrson of design analyses
AASHO design guidelines

with

In Its instructions
for the overlay
program, FHWA
stated that the details
of the State designs would be measured by the criteria
established
m the AASHO Interim
Desrgn Guides for Flexible
and Rigid Pavements.
Following
are examples of the different
States'
design methods and
their relationship
to the AASHO design guides.
used the AASHO design guides.
In our re1. Arizona
view of an overlay
project,
however, we found that,
on the basis of the AASHO guidelines,
overlays
on
certain
sections
were not justified.
Three sections
on a roadway had been provided
with a Z-inch overAn FRWA official
informed
us that, even
lay.
though the AASHO guidelines
did not Justify
an overlay, these segments had been overlaid
because englneerrng Judgment and visual
rnspectlon
of the roadway indicated
that overlays
were needed.
2, In Oregon, we attempted
to evaluate
the State's
design using the AASHO guidelines.
The State pavement design method is considered
by FHWA to produce
results
that are comparable
to those by the AASHO
method.
We were told by FHWA that the Oregon method
was acceptable
because, in the past, it had been
found to be conservative
compared with the AASHO
method.
Our inquiry
into the conversion
of Oregon data to
the MSHO design analysis
method for five overlay
projects
showed that generally
Oregon had requested
less overlay
thickness
than was indrcated
by the
A&HO method.
We found, however,
that firm values
had not been established
for certain
factors
which
were important
components of a design analysis.
Any attempt
to convert
Oregonss desrgn method to
that of A&HO will
not be fully
meaningful
until

these values are resolved.
FHWA officials
advised
us that they believed
that Oregon's design method
was close enough for comparison purposes and that
the design should be evaluated
on the basis of the
performance
of the pavements rather
than a precise
comparison with the A&HO design method.
3. In contrast
with the method used by Oregon, the design method used by Texas generally
resulted
in requests for greater
overlay
thicknesses
than could
be justified
by the AASHO method.
This occurred
because the Texas design method assigned
lower
values to pavement material
than the values used in
the AASHO design.
Although
FHWA and State officials
could not agree on the values of the existing
pavement, FHWA limited
Federal
participation
to the
overlay
thickness
that resulted
from a conversion
to the AASHO design method.
We believe
that the above examples illustrate
a general lack of uniformity
by FHWA In the use of the AASHO
criteria
for evaluating
the States'
design analyses
and for
determining
FAI participation.
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AGENCY COMMENTS
we proposed that the Secretary
of
In our draft report,
Transportation
direct
that FHWA amend its regulations
to require that overlay
standards
be applied
uniformly
throughout
the States and that FHWA take positive
actron to (1) improve
the pavement rating
system to achieve optimum use of the
original
pavement and (2) establish
design methods to provide greater
assurance that the States are receiving
the
proper amount of pavement overlays
to serve the design period,
The Assistant
Secretary
disagreed,
in general,
need for the proposed action
and contended that the
pavement rating
system was being used satisfactorily
We cannot agree with the Assistant
Secretary's
areas.
the States which commented on this
ment.
Moreover,
substantially
agreed with the vrews we expressed
in
draft
report.

with the
AASHO
in most
commatter
our

Our review of a representative
number of States having
overlay
programs showed that the AASHO common criteria
were
In
the
States
we
visited,
we
not being used uniformly.
found that pavement ratings
were generally
prepared
differ(See
pp.
41
and
42,)
Although
ently
in each of the States.
all the States considered
some of the factors
included
in
the AASHO system, some rated additional
factors
and some
did not rate all factors.
Furthermore,
the States generally
(1) assigned different
values to the factors
rated and
(2) forecast
future
deterioration
in different
ways.
The Assistant
Secretary
also stated that application
of the AASHO common criteria
in the process of approving
projects
results
in equivalence
among the States in design
He stated
and cost participation
of pavement structures.
also that different
thickness
of overlays
that occurred
in
different
States and in different
areas of a State were not
indicative
of a lack of uniformity
but rather
resulted
from
He pointed
out that,
a combination
of design considerations.
in evaluating
and approving
designs proposed by the States
FHWA used a single
common crlteria-for overlay
projects,
the AASHO Interim
Design Guides for Flexible
and Rigid
Pavement Structures.
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We recognize
that different
thickness
of overlays
occur in different
States or in different
areas of a State
because of variations
in soils,
climates,
materials,
and
other factors.
Certain
States,
however, used their
own design analyses which required
FHWA to convert
from the States'
analyses
to the AASHO method.
In this conversion,
FHWA officials
did not always have values assigned to soils,
climates, materials,
and traffic
in terms of A&HO criteria,
thus varying
degrees of engineering
judgment were required
to convert
the States'
values to values used in the USHO
design method.
We believe
that,
unless direct
conversions
to the AASHO method are used, uniform
results
will
not be
obtained.
Some State officials
who commented on our draft
report
expressed
dissatisfaction
with the AASHO methods that had
been adopted by FHWA. The dissatisfaction
expressed
by the
officials
was augmented by the comments of highway officials
from other States who generally
agreed that the pavement
rating
system should be improved and that more reliable
design methods should be established.
Examples of some State
officials'
comments are shown below:
Vermont
'I*** we are in agreement with the report
that a
more standard method should be established,
nationally,
for determining
when an overlay
should
be placed,
and how thick this overlay
should be.
When Vermont considered
the need to perform an
overlay
on a section
of Interstate
Highway,
the
existing
Bureau of Public Roads memorandums were
studied
and followed.
*** A standard
method of
determining
the Present Serviceabilrty
Index
would result
in earlier
action,
before extensive
failures
had been allowed to occur0 *** We would
recommend a uniform
method be adopted for the
computation
of overlay
depths,
but any standard
would have to recognize
that the factors
of
climate,
construction
materials,
and subsurface
conditions
vary throughout
the Country,
and would
have to be considered
in any standard
design
method.
National
guidance would result
in fairer
and more uniform practices
among the states."
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Washington
'I*** The [A&HO] guides for rigid
pavements and
for flexible
pavements are, as their
titles
sugThey have not to this
gest a 91nterimP guides.
date,
some seven years after
first
distribution,
been accepted by the AASHO Committee on Design
and there is considerable
doubt if they ever will
be accepted in their
present
form.
The shortcomings of these guides,
and there are many, are
generally
well recognized,
especially
by agencies
such as ours which have design systems equally
sophisticated
and backed by many more years of
It is disconcerting,
to say the
experience,
least,
to be continually
compared to this standard.'"
Colorado
I'*** We agree-with
the conclusions
mendations
expressed
*** [ch. 41."

and recom-

Maine
"*** The GAO believes
it essential
that FHWA
establish
more precise
procedures
for determining
when and where overlays
should be placed and how
thick
they should be.
"I would like to point
out that pavement
overlay
thickness
cannot,
at this time, be preThis problem IS recognized
cisely
determined.
by recent literature
which points
out the need
for further
research
which will
take several
years."
Oregon
"We also agree with the draft
that more accurate methods of determining
the need for overlays and the thickness
of them, as well as accurate costs to reflect
these needs, are required
and we sincerely
hope that leadership
from the
Federal
Hsghway Adminlstratlon
brings about certain
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criteria
work."

which

will

allow

us to perform

this

Texas
"There is one area of discussion,
however,
on which we have a very definite
opinion.
We concur with their
[GAO] conclusion
that
better
and more realistic
type guide lines
need to be developed
for determining
the
depth of pavement overlays.
AASHO road test equations
as
"In our opinion,
used in the Interim
Guide are not applicable
to
these conditions
and give unrealistic
answers
when so used.
Further
evaluation
and implementation
of recent research
work would be in
order,
supplemented
by additional
studies
if
necessary,
to develop
design guide lines
for
An AASHO Design Subcommitpavement overlays.
tee is presently
working on these objectives."
CONCLUSIONS
The use of engineering
judgment varies
widely
between
Engineering
judgment
is used
State highway departments.
extensively
in determining
when overlays
should be placed,
preparing
the design analysis,
and relating
the analysis
to
the AASHO standards.
In some States engineering
judgments
were also used as the basis for increasing
or decreasing
the thicknesses
of the overlays
from the thicknesses
deterIt seems that,
irmined necessary
by the design analyses.
respective
of design criteria
used and the results
of such
criteria,
a State can justify
almost any reasonable
depth
We recogof overlay
on the basis of engineering
judgment.
nize that engineering
judgment
is an essential
element of
pavement design.
We believe,
however,
that FHWA should establish
criteria
to minimize
the use of judgment
by providing more precise
and uniform
procedures
for determining
requirements.
In view of the magnitude
of the overlay
program and the
periodic
need for overlays
on the Interstate
System, we believe
that it is essential
that FHWA establish
more precise
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and more uniform procedures
for determrning
when overlays
should be placed and how thrck they should be. We believe
that such procedures
are needed to provrde more assurance
that (1) an overlay
1s placed at the proper time--neither
too early to ensure full
economic benefit
from the existing
pavement nor too late to avord undue structural
damage to
1s not subthe pavement-- and (2) the amount of the overlay
stantially
more or less than that required
to provide
the
needed serviceabrlrty.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
We recommend that the Secretary
of Transportation
requrre FHWA to amend Its regulatrons
to require
that overlay standards
be applied
uniformly
throughout
the States.
We recommend also that,
to attain
such unlformlty
(1) posrtlve action be taken to improve the pavement rating
system
to achieve optimum use of the orrglnal
pavement and (2) design methods be establlshed
to provide
greater
assurance
that the States are applying
the proper amount of pavement
overlays
to serve the design perrods.
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CHAPTER5
SCOPE OF REVIEW
Our review was conducted
at the Washington,
D.C., office of the Federal
Highway Administration,
Department
of
and at the FHWA division
offices
and the
Transportation,
offices
of the State agencies
responsible
for highways
in
We
also
the States of Arizona,
Maine, Oregon, and Texas.
visited
the States of Colorado,
New Mexico,
Washington,
Wyoming, and Vermont to obtain
limited
information
on the
overlay
program in those States.
We reviewed
pertinent
legislation,
FHWA policies
and
and
FHWA
and
State
records
pertaining
to
seprocedures,
lected
segments of the Interstate
Highway System that have
We
also
held discussions
with
been, or will
be, overlaid.
In the
officials
of the FHWA and States that we visited.
States of Arizona,
Maine, Oregon, and Texas, we observed
the conditions
of certain
segments determined
by the State
and FHWA as being in need of overlays
and of other segments
Our observations
also included
the
that had been overlaid.
extent
of maintenance
performed
by the States on certain
selected
segments of the Interstate
System.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX I
Page 1
SELECTED INFORMATION ON OVERLAY PROJECTS
FINANCED WITH FEDERAL-AID INTRRSTATE FUNDS
STATES OF ARIZONA, MAINE, OREGON, AND TEXAS

Oriernal
State
and
prolect

Length
(m-1

ARIZONA
I-8-2(57)

15 6

MAINE
I-95-6(39)

63

I-95-7(61)

34

I-95-8(75)
I-95-8(83)
I-95-8(76)

4.8
18

Depth
(rnches)

Cost

Year
constructed

Depth
(rnches)

9 to 11

3

1958-60

7to

1967

3

1962

5

1967

3

1957-59

,
8 to 10

1968

3

1960

8

1968

2-l/2

3-l/4
to 5-1/4a

841,548

1967

l-314
to 3-1/4a

322,942

3-l/4
to 5-1/4a

694,951

$

3-l/4
to 4-1/4a

Pavement
use
before
overlay
(yg&

1957-59

682,833

2 to 6-l/4

nroiects
Year
constructed

to 3

1.6

3-1/4s

221,307

1967

3

1957

10

OREGON
I-80N

34

5-l/2

526,636

1968

4

1962

6

TEXAS
I-10-1(108)026

6.9

3-l/2

612,356

1968

3-l/5

1960

a

I-10-1(114)032

17 35

2-314

946,868

1968

3

1959

9

I-20-2(76)159

10 3

3-1/2b

592,072

1968

(cl

1957

11

I-20-2(77)176

15 8

3-1/2b

1968

cc>

1957

11

I-20-2(78)193

93

3-1/2d

475,694

1968

(cl

1956

12

I-20-2(88)236

82

1-1/2e

419,309

1968

3

1960

8

I-20-2(90)274

58

l-1/2d

481,897

1968

3

1959

9

1,083,517

aOn those sections
where less than 5-l/4 Inches of overlay had been placed,
the amount placed
represented
an rnltlal
stage
The desrgn analysis
prepared
supported
the need for a total
overlay
depth of 5-l/4
inches throughout
the proJect.
b Inrtral
stage of overlay,
depth of second stage not established
'Not determined
d Initial
stage

of overlay,

amxnt

of second

stage

1.0 be 6-l/2

eInrtral

of overlay,

amount of second

stage

to be 6 inches

stage

by review.
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSFORTATIOM
WASHINGTON,

DC

20590

ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR ADMINISTRATION

March 24, 1970
Mr. Bernard Sacks
Assistant
Director,
Civil
Division
U. S. General Accounting
Office
Washington,
D. C. 20548
Dear Mr. Sacks:
We have reviewed your draft report
to the Congress entitled
"Review of Program to Upgrade Deteriorated
Segments of the
Interstate
Highway System.*'
As you requested,
we have
obtained
comments, which are enclosed,
from officials
of
nine responsible
State highway departments.
Our comments, considering
summarized below.

the responses

of the States,

are

On page 20 of the report,
you concede that there 1s no
prohlbltlon
in Title
23 U.S.C. against
the overlay program.
In addition,
the substance of the program and its scope were
Memorandum
formalized
on January 11, 1962, In Instructional
21-1-62, which provided
for the construction
of Interstate
This was well known to the Congress.
hzghways In stages.
Since there 1s no legal prohibition
and the Congress has
acquiesced
in this longstanding
administrative
interpretation
that referral
of the
of the appropriate
statutes , we believe
matter to the Congress for "expressing
its Intent"
as stated
on page 21 of the report,
is superfluous.
We have already antlclpated
the need for an estimate
of the
In October
costs of this program as you suggest
on page 21.
1969, as a result
of discussions
with staff
representatives
of the Committee on Public Works of the House of Representatives,
the Bureau of Public Roads undertook with the State highway
a reinventory
of the work that was selected
in
departments,
1967 for addltzons
to pavements constructed
prior to October
cost for such work had been included
in
1963. The estimated
the 1968 cost estimate.
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In addition,
the States! and Public Roads' engineers
made an
evaluation
in 1969 of additional
pavements constructed
prror
to October 1963 that appeared to warrant"an
additional
stage
The purpose was to permit
of construction
by an overlay.
that section
of highway pavement to satisfactorily
carry
The 1970 estimate
traffic
through a 20-year design period.
of costs to complete the Interstate
System will
include
and
Identify
these additional
pavement costs along with appropriate
explanation
as was done in the report filed
in 1968.
We do not concur

in your recommendation

on page 28:

that the Secretary
direct
that maintenance
siaAd&ds
for highways be established
which
recognize
that (1) overlays
are required
from time
to time to provide
a safe and efficient
rldlng
surface and (2) such overlays
represent
normal
maintenance
and, as such, the costs thereof
shall
be borne by the States.
II

"In cases where overlays
are considered
necessary
to add strength
to highways,
we recommend that the
Secretary
direct
that part of the overlay which
would otherwise
be needed to provide a new riding
surface be classified
as a State maintenance
responsibility
and that the costs attributable
thereto be borne by the States."
"Maintenance"
is already defined in 23 U.S.C. Par. 101 as
"the preservation
of the entire
highway."
Whether or not an
overlay
is reasonably
necessary at any point in time for a
particular
Interstate
highway is an engineering
determination,
which cannot be made wathout an inspection
of the highway and
an evaluation
of all of the pertinent
facts.
Where overlays
are required
for the purpose of preserving
an Interstate
highway (i.e.,
"maintenance")
rather than to add to the highway's
structural
strength
to meet the standards
specified
in 23 U.S.C.
Par. 109, such work is presently
accomplished
by the States at
their expense.
We do not believe
that it is practical
or necessary as you
suggest,
to measure and separately
pay for small quantities
of material
of variable
thickness
that constitute
a leveling
course or wedge between a theoretical
base of additional
overlay
The purpose
layer and the top surface of existing
pavement.
of the leveling
course is to provrde a plane surface on which
to place the overlay
layer,
not to re3uvenate
or protect
the
existang
surface.

APPENDIX II
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been the practice
in the highway
It has, therefore,
construction
program to"lnclude
the small quantity
of the
leveling
course in the total
quantity
for the overlay
layer
using the same type or class of funds.
On page 38 you further

recommend:

that the Secretary
direct
that FHWA amend Its
regulations
to require
that overlay
standards
be
applied uniformly
throughout
the States.
In order
to attain
such uniformity
we recommend that the
Secretary
direct
that FHWA (1) take positive
action
to improve the pavement rating
system to achieve
optimum use of the original
pavement and (2) establish
design methods which provide greater
assurance that
the various
States are recelvlng
the proper amount
of pavement overlays
to serve the design period."
I,

a

.

.

The pavement rating
system developed as a part of the AASHO
Road Test at Ottawa, Illinois,
In the early 1960's 1s being
used satisfactorily
In most areas today.
Refinements
in the
come with further
usage and experience.
system, no doubt, will
The Bureau of Public Roads (BPR), the State highway departments
and other highway interests
are continuously
seeking to
further
develop and refme
criteria
for the design of both
flexible
and rlgid-type
pavement structures.
Currently,
however,
the BPR has determined
that the criteria
outlined
in the AASHO
Interim
Design Guides for Flexible
and Rigid Pavement Structures
are the most reliable
available.
uses those criteria
to measure the proposed
It, therefore,
designs submitted
by State highway departments
for lnztial
pavement structure
thickness
and to measure the thickness
of
any addxtlonal
pavement overlay
layers.
By application
of those
common crrteria
ln the process of approving Federal-aid
proJects,
the BPR obtains
equivalence
among the States in the design and
cost particlpatlon
of pavement structures
that accommodate the
conditrons
that prevail
on individual
pro]ects.
The fact that different
thicknesses
of design for overlays
and in different
areas of a State,
occur in different
States,
does not necessarily
mean that the design criteria
are not
The differences
result
from
being applied
uniformly.
dissimilarities
in the supporting
soils,
pavement materials
available,
climate,
traffic
forecasts#
and in other similar
factors
that enter into the design conslderatlons.
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ARIZONA

I-KWWAY

DEPARTMENT

MATERIALS DIVISION
1745 West Madxon Street
Phoenix,
Arizona
85007
November

Mr. H C. Tllzey
Dlvlslon
Engineer
U. S Department
Federal Hlgnway
Bureau of Public
230 North First
Phoenix,
Arizona

26, 1969

of Transportation
Admlnlstration
Roads
Avenue
85025

Dear Mr. Tllzey
In reference

to your letter

the report

entrtled

Interstate

Highway System".

The comments

"Review

dated

November

of Program

to Upgrade

we have made are enclosed

14, 1969, we have revleweci
Deteriorated

herewith.

Slncerely

yours,

Wm. N. Price
State Hlghway Engineer
by

L
06
G. J. Allen
Engineer of Materials

BS.ng
Enclosure
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We, therefore,
belzeve that the provlslons
of the overlay
program are applied unxformly
throughok
the States by the
BPR.
We apprecxate
the opportunity
your draft report.

afforded

us to comment on

Smcerely,

Enclosure
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Page 3, Paragraph

2

It 1s known and recognized
that an asphaltlc
concrete
pavement will
need
maintenance
prior
to a 20 year period after
construction.
However,
the overlays we have set up in our program are not intended for this purpose,
They
are dcslgned to add structural
strength surface structure
where the roaaways
are showrng distress because of weak subgrade and excessive rutting
and cracking
which Indicates
addltlonal
consolldatlon
nas occurred because the roadway has
been subJected to a higher volume of traffic
or heavier axle loadrng then the
roadway was designed, it appears an overlay should be allowed for addItiona
structural
strength.
Page 8, Paragraph 1
It 1s our policy to make a thorough lnvestlgatlon
of a section
of roadway
before the flnal determination
of tne thickness of overlay required.
It has
never been established
that the cause of failure
should be documented
However,
m most cases a visual observation
1s made of a proJect by engineers representmg Lhe Bureau of Public Roads, Materials
Dlvlslon,
and District
Engineers
office.
A lepolt,
wrItten
In longhand, 1s made by the engineer representing
the Materials
Division
and is malntalned In "Materials
Survey" project
folder.
This report covers the conditson of the existing
pavement, the type of fallur+=S,
and cause of failure
lr readrly
deterruLaed.
In addltlon
to this, samples are cut from each exlstlng
roadway at
approximately
1000 foot Intervals
(more frequent if deemed necessary),
Samples
are taken from the base material,
sub-base, and subgrade at each site
The
sample of asphaltlc
pavement 1s carefully
examined for extreme oxldatlon,
water
zn the pavement, strzpplng,
etc.
The above mentioned samples are tested m the laboratory
for gradation
and plastlclty
index to determine if degradation has occurred in the ease
and subbase materral or poor quality
of material
from the subgrade has Intruded
since construction.
All of these condltlons
are considered in making the
design analysis
The rutting
and other deformations are measured at approximately
1000 foot Intervals.
Page 9, Paragraph 3
We consider
the 20 year design life
the roadways were deslgned for a shorter

to be very
perzod.

slgnlflcant.

Especially

if

If a roadway was deslgned for less than 20 years, then later determlned It
should carry traffic
for "20 year period" and found inadequate to d8 the same,
should It not be allowed an overlay for additional
structural
strength,
rather
than consldered an lnltlal
inadequacy.
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Page 12, Paragraph

1

Arizona
has constructed
approximately
30 miles of both roadway
(4 lanes)
and 36 miles of one roadway
(2 lanes)
of the Interstate
system by the stage
construction
method, whereby a temporary
suriaclng
was provided
and opened to
with the flnal
surfaclng
to be placed later
The final
surface
has
traffic,
been placed on the one roadway
(2 lane) miles as indicated
above.
Most of the
2 roadway (4 lane) sectlons
have not received
the final
surfaclng.
In addltlon
to the above, several
miles of primary
highway were taken into
the lnterstdte
system wxthout any PA1 money nelng spent to upgrade them at that,
time because the surface was of sufflclent
quality
they did not warrant an
overlay,
and It should be polnted out there are a few miles of these roadways
still
111service and have not received an overlay to this date.
These are
Included m the overlay
estimate.
Page 35, Last Paragraph
It did not take the full 2 Inch thickness to meet the design equation on
the sections of roadway mentioned.
However, there was deflnxte
need for an
overlay.
Since 2 inches (1% inch asphaltlc
concrete plus 4 Inch of asphaltic
concrete flnlshrng
course) was Lhe mlnlmum overlay that could be laid ln a
practical
method, this was the thickness placed.
The condltlon
of pavement
prior to the overlay was such, the maintenance crew was continually
patching
the cracI<s and chuckholes caused from blocks of pavement breaking out.
The
ruts werL from l/4 to 5/8 Inch in depth.
It should oe pointed out the 27, 29, and 26 year life of the pavement
referred
to 1s from the life analysis
only and apparently
does not take into
conslderatlon
the design equation that must be satlsfled
for a 20 year design.
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13N OF HIGHWAYS
TE OF COLORADO
E ARKANSAS
A”!2
R C*LOWAoO
80522

STATE

CHAS
E SHUMATE
EXeCUtlVE
OIRICTOR
L
cwet
CNGlhEER

OF COJXXADO

Novtier

17, 1969

H??.A. FL Abelard
Division E-&Ileer
Bureauof Public Roads

Room 267, Building
40
Bemer Federal Crnter
Denver, Colorado 80225
Dear Ptt. hbelard:
subject:

Draft of l?eport entitled
"Peviw
of Program to Upgrade DeterroTated
Segments of the Interstate
Hi&way
SiySt&il:

We have rewic~ed
draft report entitled
%?view of Progran
to Up~rtde Cetcriorated
SekJ,c-~~ts cf the Interstate
Highway SystcxJ ar,d found that it pomts tut cany fact'; tba'f
we hawc al.1 been aware of for many years.
We have mwep felt that the ttate-of-the-azt
for% either
fLexibla
base or ri$d
pav z-cnt design m-?-hods has develQped to the point of b cing anythir,r, near an exact sc2ence.
Considerir~
that gmjected
traffic
voluj-e data is contimally chx;mg
due to unforseen dcvelcpents
and the
econanics oT materials
u;d constzmction rrethcds used arc
sontinuahly
chm=inn,, we believe
that consirkrablo
nen&n~cring
judf-,,.enP will always be necessary in making
a pmper decisrcm.
We certafnly
agee with the conclusions
exgresced on pages
19, 20 and 21. There will alttrays be a need to upgair?
mzqleted
srg~ents of tx? Interstate
Sys+cn. Sm:e equitable
method will be necessary for dcteminlri;3
whtn Ee,crZed a;;d
the meii~s of fundzng.
In mprd
to concI,uslons on pages 27 axd 23, we believe
that it t~ould be almost i~~~ss~ale to detemux!
if en
overlay wss only for the p~qose of icrovlq
rzdir.:: surface

107 for

upgrading

thz

structural
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go the theory, an overlay worrld automatically
do both.
&me r?zain we balieve
that sme eqtitablz
mthcd
(possibly
on a length of service basis only) should be
gravidcd
to determine eligibility
for any fcdercrl finzm
tin;: of overlays.
We agree with

expressed

the conclusions
and recomendations
on pages 37 and 38.
Very tru
2

WAS.
Chief

CC:

L.
F,
‘F.
A,

yours,

E. EHJS%%TS -

Engineer

C. Bower
K. 8$z&en
C. Reseigh
Zulien
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AUGUSTA,

04330

MAINE

November

21,

Dlvlslon
Engineer
R. D. Hunter,
Bureau of Public Roads
Room 614, Federal BulldJng-Post
04330
Augusta,
Maine

1969

Office

Dear Mr. Hunter:
Reference
1s made to your letter
to me under date of
12, 1969 In whtch you enclosed
for revl.e\r purposes
one copy of GAO Draft Report Entitled
"Review of Program to
Upgrade Deteriorated
Segments of Interstate
Highway System."

NOV&ikCZ-

W~lllam D. Harris,
Design Cnglneer,
contained
3n the report
tain statements
attached
hereto
for your znformatlon.
self-explanatory.
get

If you have any questions
In touch with us In this

we will
matter.

David
Maine

DHS/b
attach.
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has commented on cerand his comments are
I belleve
they are
be glad

to have you

H. St&ens,
Chairman
State Highway ComiissLon
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GM states that, “lt anpears to us thaL a s1711f1cant a.~ourA of
the anuroxlnatcly
27,000 miles bcln; constructed after 1963 may aho
rcqull~~
0vcrI.a~
rs bcforr cxpsratzon of the Interstak
construckon
proI;rml.”
Our nctr gavemcnt dcslgn north of Stillr;ntcr
Avenue ln O’ld Tom
1s 1x2 cxcel_lcnt conmilon after L p32s of use Rasca on a 197!~-1975
mtcvstxtC
comletlon
date I cannot Dosslbly v~suaYl2ze tk ncec for
an over;;g;h$zl;qYti* q re, tzune should not bc mcludcd In this assumptzon.
I also dxsn~rce 75th tne staterent
on pare 19 that states, ltflexY~le
after
navewnts
~~11 rcqulre an overlay to restore the rldlnq qual~tzs
about
cverv
io
to
12 vc?ms."
We have rnar~~ primary roads today that have
awquzte rl&ng su~~fsccs
;Ttioh arc older than 10 years.
Iis Drevlozl-1
pointed out, our new Interstate
deslqn north of Ola Town 1s 1~years ala
..-.-- L b..“.
.J-,-> ch-.~ti
clllcl 15 rcLucu
Il1,wL

It 1s concluded by GAO that the portion of overlay neeced to restore
the safe and cffeclent
rldxng surface of the rxlstlnq
pavement should be
borne by the States,
Tnc pavement structure m qucstlon was desqned Dolor to the i.k.S:i~
Test Toad, therefore,
a r’esqn analysxs was never devei..oned. It was
assumed at tnat tame that the deswn would q?ve adequate service,
ho-*ever
This 1s the prlnary truck roli&
our act,unl
a-mr~emc:
proved othe,wlr,e.
lhrowh the center of tile State, tl-ercfore,
i-95 LUA&~"~;GCS
severe loati:?q
concht~ox
COTJ~PC~ to OCC*" o:her hln,h-ja;rs. Desln analyses nade x-t 1357
Cracl~s orcmrcci m
imderaeslmed.
show tnat this road has structw~ally
the pave ncnt in aSo& 3 years and tl,ey contmucd to increase at an accelcratcd pace. Other condlt 10~1s sax as water, frost and the o;?cn
mccnda~~base course accelerated Daverent
~adcd nature of our b;tuxxous
fnllure
boyono ow exnzctatxon~, m fact, thx condltlon cannot be accurately nredxtea
\qitQ Test Road data.
OUT I-75

received

normal maln%enancc.
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Jc fed that had the ~ntorstatc
beon con~trw tco as xt us north
of ~t~ll;~aLer Rvonuc in Old ToTn-i, overlays ,aould not be nceoed at tins
tine
Our-ocslw
analyslr overlay depth of 5 l/)~” 1s reouzneo to
t-stab1 xh structural
lnterrety
to t?w ez.xstlnq pavwrnt
strwtwe
bcforc ad&tlonal
damacre 1s aone rlr’hwh could result m corolcte ronova1 and rep1 accment of the exlstmg structure
(mclucxq
?avcxn;
and rranular base courses).
l

In the para-ranh nertnx~ln~ to Kalno, the infercnre
1s XCC’C o’/ CJ’.O
that l;aAnets overlay oeptns were not oascd on tne Dc?s~m Anofysx
bcraase rue use more than one overlay depth, however, tine Ceswn +~~=aiys~s
called
for 5 l/lil’.
TJe certxunly &d not ignore the i)aslcn analysts but clcl choose to
construct the 5’ l/h” 3-n trro stayes.
The fxrst sta :o varlca frort i 3/L’!
to 5 l/P,
whereas the second stnc;c would conszst of 5 l/L” -~:rlus tee
The second sta-c tfould be aoollcd near ‘2-e tcrm~ru;1 of
fsrst stwe.
lntcrstate
funds or rrhcn requzcd to xzxove the structural
Coili”v), 01”
tnc naveme nt . This proeeaurc woul d allot7
US t0
evaluate our : Qqi ;t:l,+iyas
unaer actual o?eratlng condltlons,
thcrebv alloT~n,g us zo Take
minor
adlustmcnts prior to placing the second staqe overlay.
-Chzntcr
---* --* IV,
-- parge 37
CO?,cJJLJIGNS
The GAO bolleves it essentxl
tnat l?K”Q establxn
more nrcc,sc
procedures for detcrminlnz wnen and where overlays skouid be Dlaceo
and how thxk they sholrld be.

*

I would l&e to no&t out thaL navencnt overlay tlxclmess caw3t,
at this tcme, be precisely
deterrnneb.
Thu
nroblcm x rccocillzeu * LT,recent llteratwe
&ich.polnts
out ti;e need for furtner
rcse;Gncn :TLLC.Q
will take several years.
12
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HIGHWAY

BUILDING

Q

SALEM,

OREGON

November

*

97310

0

25, 1969

Mr., R. E Simpson
Division
Engineer
Bureau of Public
Roads
Post Offxce Box 300
Salem, Oregon
97308

Dear Sir:
Re-

08-35

1

Our comments on the General Accounting
Offlce draft
r-.7".%-+
Cu-L xtlt1a.d
"lkvsew oi Program to Upgrade Deteriorated
Segments of the Interstate
Hlghway System" are as follows.
Although
thus draft is 43 pages, much of It 1s repand much of It relates
to law or mlleage
statlstlcs

etxtaous

that

Por renew purposes,
warrant
consxderatlon:
To xnqulre into
overlay
program.

1
the states'
2.
the Interstate
program
maintain

there

are three

the magnitude

To Inquire
into the effect
Hxghway System.

malor

points

and nature
on the fundlng

of
of

3. To inquire
into the relatlonshlp
between the
and the statutory
responslblllty
of the states to
the Interstate
System

The magnitude
of the program became apparent
In
the 1968 Cost Estimate
when it was determmed
that at least
30 percent
of the asphalt
concrete
surfaced highways and
8 5 percent
of the rlgld
pavements constructed
before
December 1963 were xn a distressed
condltlon
and in need
of overlays.
The total
estimated
cost at that trme for
thrs

work

was

$200 miillon.
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In Oregon,
surfacing
scctlons
deslgncd
and constructed
prior
to 1963 made use of procedures
in existence
at the start
of the interstate
program
Generally,
for flexible
pavements,
a 3-l/2
to 4-inch
depth of asp!laltlc
concrete
over varying
depths
of base rock was considered
adequate.
However,
in the
late 1950’s and early
1960’s,
it became apparent
that we were
not deslgnlng
strong
enough, particularly
with respect
to the
top portions
of the surfaclng
section.
This underdesign
came
about as a result
of a lack of knowledge
of the supporting
values
of the sol1 condltlons
and an underestlmatlon
of the
heavy truck
traffic
increase
that occurred.
Consequently,
we were experiencing
accelerated
deterloratlon
m our surIn 1964, continued
observations
and studies
led
facings
to a different
method of design
(and this was based partially
on the basis
of AASHO road tests)
which has been in use since
We belleve
tbat we are now providing
adequate
that date
strength
for the design
life
of our sections,
when one considers
that we have used stage construction
procedures
up
until
about the last year
Nevertheless,
we agree with
the findings
of this
draft
to the effect
that we cannot guarantee
that all surfacings
designed
since
1964, whether
they be flexible
or
rigid,
will
last
the 20-year
design period
without
deterloratlon to the degree that would require
an overlay
of more than
maintenance
proportions.
In other words,
some of the surfacing
constructed
since 1964 may need heavier
overlays
than the two
inches
Indicated
on our stage construction
program before
the
end of the interstate
program.
We also agree with
the draft
that more accurate
methods of deternmnlng
the need for overlays
and the thickness of them, as well
as accurate
costs
to reflect
these
needs,
are required
and we sincerely
hope that leadership
from the Federal
Highway Admlnlstratlon
brings
about certain
crz terra
which will
allow us LO perform
this work.
We cannot agree with
the draft
m its application
to the maintenance
program.
The GAO seems to conclude
that
the states
have not performed
adequate maintenance
on the
Interstate
System because we are then able to get a measure
of malntcnance
in the fully
partlclpatlng
overlay
work.
Our
maintenance
program has preserved
the Interstate
System as
needed in a safe and effzclent
manner.
On older sections
very substantial
amounts of surface
maintenance
has been
accomplished
1r order
to keep these older sections
from
deteriorating
abnormally.
It must be stated
Oregon experienced
in 1968-69 one of the worst
winters
in history.
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As a result,
many hlghwavs --lncludlng
some on the Interstate
System--suffered
consldcrably
lhe State of Oregon has been
very hard-pressed
this year III order to provide
the necessary
maintenance
to these hlghways.
This drfflculty
has been twofold
First,
from a standpolnt
of sufflcrent
funds to handle
the requzed
work and second, from a standpornt
of capablllty
of producers
to produce the necessary asphaltlc
concrete.
lenge

Nevertheless,
we belleve
that we have met the chaland that we have met our maintenance
responslbilrty.

drdft
costs
faces

Under the circumstances,
we do not agree wrth the
that the states should bear a portlon
of the overlay
on the basis that they have not maIntaIned
the suradequately.

We agree with the conclusions
In this draft concernIng the methods used to determlne
overlays
In the past fpr7
oonths, wt have been gathering
Benklemen Beam deflectlons
on
sectlons
of the interstate
where we have previously
performed
Wrth these deflections,
It was possible
condrtlon
surveys
to determine
overlay
depths by the Callfornla
deflection
method and compare them with the depths determlned
by our
condrtion
surveys.
We find that the two methods check very
closely
for required
depths
Under the circumstances,
we
suggest that the deflectron
method 1s accurate
and has deflnrte advantages
over any other known method because.
(a)

It

1s faster,

easrer,

(b)

The predominant
cause of surfaclng
fallure
1s
failure
from fatigue,
the result
of excessive
deflection
under load.
The deflection
method
offers
a posltlve
method of monltorlng
the rate
of deterioration
in a surfaclng,
and determlnrng
the load-carrying
capacity
at any time.

(c)

This method has been recommended for adoptlon
In Final Report NCHRP l-11,
"Evaluation
of
AASHO Interim
Guides for Desrgn of Pavement
Structures",
and so has general dLstrlbutlon

(d)

Use of the present
flexible
guide to determlne
depth of overlays
requires
Judgment In assigning
strength
coefflclcnts
to each layer of the exlstz.ng pavement
Errors 1n asslgnlng
strength
values
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can result
In overdeslgn
or underdeszgn.
The deflectjon
method, by measuring
the loadcarrymg
capacity
directly,
ellnlnates
the
need for asslgnlng
values.

In summary,
we do not drsagree
In the draft.

and 171th the exceptzon
of nalntenance,
vlth most of the conclusions
as reported

Very truly

yours,

Forrest Coopey
State HIghway Engmeer
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COMMISSION
\ITT
C~~;ER
o6ERT
C
PETRY
‘iRETT
MORRIS

CHAIRMAN
JR

TEXAS HGHWAY
AUSTIN

DEPARTMENT

TSXAS

November

78701

21, 1969
IN

REPLY

FILE

NO

PC’=-?

TO

D-SF

Mr.

J. F. Gary
Engineer
Bureau of Public Roads
Austin,
Texas

Division

General Accounting
Office
Draft Report
Detrimental
Segments of the Interstate

'Review
Highway

of Program
System"'

to Upgrade

Dear Sir:
Reference
is made to your letter
dated November 10, 1969, in which
you requested
our comments regarding
the General Accounting
Office's
Draft Report,
Our staff
has reviewed
the draft report
and
find it to be very general
in nature,
however, we would like to
offer
the following
comments thereto,
As you are aware many sectaons of our Interstate
were constructed
prior
to the designation
of the Interstate
System and were constructed
on right
of way gurchase by the counties,
Prior to the Interstate
System, the Texas
Highway Department
constructed
many projects
using stage construction,
This was a usual and normal. practice
and at the time of the
inception
of the Interstate
System the plans for many projects
had
been previously
completed
and then were let with Interstate
Funds
upon its beginning,
These projects
did not provide
for the type of
ultimate
design that we now use on the Interstate
System.
We offer
bers:
I,

the following

specrflc

Page 14 - Overlay

comments referred

of Rigid

to by page num-

Pavements

We note that the GAO states that the problem associated
with
rigid
pavements needing overlays
cbnsists
of primarily
bad
cracks and joints
and an inadequate
base structure
which resulted in unacceptable
riding
surface,
We believe
that this
is adequate justificatron
for an overlay,
We would like to
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1
point out that In nearly
every case where we overlay
any conregardless
of
the
system,
we
do
some
reconcrete pavement,
struction
by removing badly broken and deteriorated
concrete
slabs,
2. Page 16
The GAO states that they were informed
that a flexible
overlay
over a rigid
pavement either
added no strength
to the total
pavement structure
or added so little
that it would not be
beneficial
from a structural
standpolnt.
Based upon the many
years of experience
in our Department,
we believe
that flexible
overlay
over rigid
pavement does add strength
and is a benefit
from a structural
design point.
This has been confirmed
in
recent deflection
studies
by the Department,
3. Page 17 - Scope of Overlay

Program

As previously
pointed
out many miles of Interstate
System in
Texas were constructed
prior
to the Interstate
System.
We believe that the report
should show those sections
that which we
In Texas there is
so incorporated
in the Interstate
System.
approximately
200 miles that was constructed
prior
to the Pnterstate
System.
4. Page 21 - Matters

for

Consideration

by Congress

We believe
that if truck werghts are going to be allowed to
increase
t'nat the Highway Trust Funds should be used to provide a continuing
upgradrng
of the Interstate
System.
5. Page 25 We note that the GAO states that Texas has provided
numerous
overlays
on interstate
segments as a part of their
maintenance
These
were
not
placed
as
a
part
of
our
maintenance
program.
program,
but out of the reelar
funds used to construct
the
FAI
participation
would
have
been
requested
Highway System.
for this project
had it been considered
eligible
at that time,
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6. Page 28 - Recommendations

21, 1969

to the Secretary

of Transportation

We would object
to the Secretary
directing
that maintenance
standards
for highways be established
with the recommendation
We feel
that certain
overlays
be required
from time to time.
that this is the States prerogative
within
the funds allocated
to them.
7, Page 37 - Conclusions
There is one area of discussion,
however, on which we have a
We
concur
with their
conclusion
that
very definite
opinion,
better
and more realistic
type guide lines need to be developed for determining
the depth of pavement overlays.
AASH0 road test equations
as used in the Interim
In our opinion,
Guide are not applicable
to these conditions
and give unrealistic
answers when so used,
Further
evaluation
and implementation
of recent research
work would be in order,
supplemented
by additional
studies
If necessary,
to develop design guide lines for pavement
overlays,
An AASH0 Design Subcommittee
is presently
working on
these objectives,
Sincerely
Is/

yours

J, 0, Drngwall

.I. 0. Dingwall
State Highway
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STATE
OF VERMONT
DEPARTMENTOFHIGHWAYS
MONTPELIER
05802

A, R. E~~chic86,
Division
l3gimcar
us s. buPcrst1 0: Public
U&EBd8
ledemIL
Bufldlng
Hontpelior,
terG.out
05602
D%!aE If1 * Putcxii5e:
We have received
and compbetely
staff
revlemd
the General
Accounting
#ffiee
Waft Report
entrtbcd
%eulev
of Progrem
to Upgrade &teriora&vJ
gegments of the
Interst0te
Iirgbvuy
gysmn,"
fowaraed
with your letter
of Movcnber
10, 1369.
t&e
are pl~ceed
to c~z..aent OD this repast,
because we foe1 it has great
importance
both LO thFe gt~ta and nationall.y,
ft. ia 6~. feelfug
that the uxstter
of upgrading
the IEnterstnte
gyotm
wi.11
$ventuRlly
bocma 2 mltter
for Congrerin
to decide
end act upon.
The report
pofnte
QUL, arc! we egtee,
that a subotantiab
Fortfon
of the Itnterotate
Syet@m may not be
etnctural~y
adequate
to carry
ths de~ibl
year traLfic.
We feel that this ie not
due to inferior
constructicn
OE poor dcsiL,n practice,
hut ie due to :he edmxtted
fact that pavcmmt
eeructure
design
is rot,
up to the present
tiae,
an erect
ocfeKlce.
For a highmy
deeibned
for a tlgonty yeer life,
it fo itzpliod
that the
highway wrl% be geouetricalLy
designed
to have the capacity
to carry the prediCted
trafCFc
voluma owob the twenty year period,
ne
weI1 as being sLucturally
doaigned
to carty
the borgbe of the vehi.clea.
Wherea
it might be ponsibJc
to Corlbtmlct
e
fhi?%lble
pevemeue that would give acceptable
60ITice
for e twenty year period,
it
ha pa&ably
tmre practical
and smre econmlcal
fn the long run to structuraZEy
upgrade thu pavemat
several
tis56s dur4.n~ tnc twenty year geometric
liSe of the highway.
On this baCi.5, it W0Ub.i
app66r
pel-fGStly
16CiCak t0 e2.pend p&L funds for this
~~ructa-al
upgrsd,ng,
I
Thfe report
goes at lengtn
into
the oueotion
of the rasponsLbiI.ktico
of the
etatos
to periom
tiinrcnam.G
OJ the HnCorntate
gystam.
We wciuld expect
to
parfom
%omak
zaiut.CnaTrCe'3
un the Xrrtersteta
Iflgk-ways ia Vemnt,
but it in our corrtmtaon
that %5723x31
n~Fct.encace lr Pa rhnt OM~~~~:IRQCO requtred
to safeGuard
the qtilitg
or
condi~ran
of the highway,
end vould include
wsiatafnmg
ditches
and drairqe
aLructm-mF
and ~ltatcver
sLranCliug
might be roquircd
to keep tne surface
of the traveled
way and
shoul6erb
rrcterproaf,
to c6unteraCt
the nomal. wgiog process
of floxiblo
pavements.
To this
cndp v’exliaont hi35 I) atnce 1965, p1ac.l
Q thi-n overlogs on 5 ~iies
oi: our
%neerstste
lil&llw”y~
ft is obviaua
tha! e portion
of our Interetato
Xiigh~ays
have
and that thio broalEom
could
undergone
a sLrucLriru~
breakdown
undsr trl?f~Zbc Ioado,
not hove beau preqsutcd
by "nomel
rmintenenco,"'
Cud cennot bo repaired
by %~smii~
asintcnence.t+
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LPI Ghdpter 4 of the report,
we are
Ia ccmxntLug
on the concBusfons
presented
jCn agzemmcrrt abi.th the report that a mm-e etdddard method si>ouLd be csteblished,
wthmnlly,
fcr
detarmitk-tg
bhen an avcrEay should be placed, and hod thick this
overley
cncraid be, When Vermorit coasmerod
the. treed to perform ua overlay on a
eectiou of XntcrstrrLe
Xi&way,
the cxistmg
Eu~eau of PubZlc Itmdsmorcndum
were
otudied and followed.
A jrpint field Bns!pccLfon with Burcnu peroonael
ma conducted,
and it wao nvidont by viotak
inopoctfon
that the road ~u~f~tca had dotoricmhed to
the poht
r-here the riding qualities were poor, and the road hod .Coilcd structurally.
1 I i.2
nntvi cs%b~ I j t *v -Tqdgx * ?‘Jjd rep* ..-A stadacd
iaathod sS datomfnfnp
fib L mwdt
e&rlie~ act fan, before extmsfve fciflurc,, hnd men allowed to occur. &uc4wree, :u
de:em!n:!ng the depth of overlay to be applfed, Vewreoat portomed varfca
tests oh
the rctadwyr and perfomed the deaipn analysjs dn accorde~.ce with cxi~trng auraau of
PublLc Psede Lusti uctFons, The results obtained vere used9 rmdifzed only by ptattfcul
paving cotoicler2.4tro.u.
We would recon~~enda u~~forn taetbod be adopted for ihe ccmputatma of ovcrfay dcpt*ts, but sny standard ILethod would have to rccoy,nlzu
thet the
f&2tOZ6
Of
CblRt%,
ccmtcru~tion mterLaLs, md subsurface csrditlom
fry
throuthshut k.11~CGulttX~~,
and vould have to be cu~rsAered fa any standard design method.
FatimaI. guidance would result ina fairer and mre uniform practices amng the states.

TAVAlLABLE
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STATF
DANIEL

STATE

OC WASHINGTOfd
J

EVANS.

GOVCRI~OR

WA5Ei6NGBOM
HIGHWAY
CBMM~SSIOM

DEPARTMENT
OF HIGHWAYS
0 H ANDREW%Dl”rCT*R
HIGHWAYS

LICENSES

BUILDING

OLYMPIA

November 28, 1969

Mr. Roe P Rodgers
Division Engineer
Buresu of Public Roads
Olympia, Washington

Re:

GAO Draft Report “Review
of Program to Upgrade
Deteriorated
Segments oi:
Interstate
Highway System”

Dear Sir:
Thank you for sending us a copy of the above draft

report.

The concfus7 ons drawn from the report seem to be that overlays are necessary,
that more overlals can be exnected and that it is desirable at this
tfrne to
formulate some new rules for determining who is going to pay for
them,
With
this,
we can hsrdll disagree and the GAO report seems generally fair and objective in these areas, except as noted hereafter.
We have several comments on statements contained in the
found later 1~ this report.
In addrtlon,
we would like
partrcuiar
asptcts of the GAO reportfirst,
the basic
struction
versus overlays,
and second, the “reverence”
Interim Guide 1s viewed throughout the report.

GAO report which are
to comment on two
concept of stage conwith which
the AASHO

We feel there 1s a distinct
difference
between “pavement overiay” and second
stage eonstruct1on
Overlay connotes repair of a pavement failrng
unexpectedly,
while “second stage” means the planned strengthening
of a pavement at a finite
time period aiter the initial
constructron.
Our philosophy,
as pertains to
pavcmer.t design, 1s stated quite well on Page 13 of the GAO report -- “Washmgtofollows the concept of stage constractlon
and generally anticipates
applrcatlon
of the secoid stage about 10 years after Jnltlal
construction.
They expressed
their belief that flexible
pavements cannot be designed to last 20 years without
an overlay.
Based on their experience,
they believe that an additional
layer
of pavement from 2 to 4 inches is necessary at the end of about 10 years”.
Obviously,
if thrs concept is accepted as valid,
and we belfeve it ~8, then
we are placing --second stsx pavement, not overlays,
and this GAO report is
referring
to someone*else as fsr
as we are concerned.
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In those
ftw lnstancco
whcrc we have asked for Federal
WC have gone through
all
in the srcond
stage pavements,
We would
like
to stress
as though
they were overlays
in cnch instance
made a detailed
study of the existing
evaluated
all
conditions
such as traffic,
environment,
debjgn
analysis
to determine
the amount of the second
contrary
to the statements
on Page 8, Paragraph
1, and
the GAO report.

Interstate
participation
of the ncccssarv
cteps
the above point,
we have
pnvemcnt
structure,
etc.,
and made a complete
stage pavement.
This
is
Page 35, Paragraph
3, of

The staging
of future
pavement
layers,
which
is a basic
part
of our design
procedure
is in every sense a planned
and designed
operation
and as such should
It is designed
to realize
the “full
not be considered
as overlay
constructron.
economic
benefit”
of the investment
- using
the GAO terminology
on Page 30,
“optimum
economic
benefit*’
more correctly
deacrfbea
our
Paragraph
1. Actually
procedure.
The second aspect
of the GAO requiring
comment is the opparcnt
reverence
with
which
the AAStlO Design
Guides
are seemingly
viewed
by all
agcncica
of the
government,
the FHWA and the GAO. The guides
for rigid
pavements
and for flexible
pavementa
are, as their
titles
suggest,
“Interim”
guides.
They have not to this
date,
some
seven years after
first
distribution,
been accepted
by the AASHO
CXLU;~C~
r?l\ Design
and there
is considerable
doubt
if they evGr hi.11 bo rccepcrd
611 their
present
form.
The shortcomings
of these
guides,
and there
are many,
are generally
well
recognized,
especrally
by agencies
such as ours which
have
design
systems
equally
sophisticated
and backed by many more years
of experience.
It is disconcerting,
to say the least,
to be continually
compared
to this
standard,
Although
the report
is generally
ObJective,
we could
not overlook
several
items
where
some clarification
of our practice
and intentions
is necessary.
Some of
these are discussed
below
-- it would
take much too long to discuss
each instance
where
the GAO’s
interpretation
of design
methods
and procedures
ta superficial
and fails
to recognize
ramificatfons
of design
practices.
Page 8 of the report
states,
“We did not attempt
to isolate
the precise
fnctora
which
caused
the deterioration
of the highwny
segments
that were or will
be overlnycd
However,
we were unable
to find
ally instnnccs
where State
or filWA officialr
mndc such
dctcrminntions”
This ia simply
not the case in our Stato.
In every
instance
of roadway
failure
in our State whether
for the purposes
of overlay,
second
stogc
construction,
or any other
construction,
we always make such a
determination.
Further
on in the same paragraph,
they mention
that deterioration
of pavemento
can generally
be attributed
to inadequate
design
and that
inadequate
design
encompasses
such factors
as traffic
evoiuatlon,
soil
support,
etc.
This
is
correct
It is in tht realm of traffic
forecasting
that our greatest
esrrors
have
occurred.
Generally
speaking,
traffic
volume
haa increased
far faster
fn our State
than the forecast
indicated.
This
is one area certainly
where
a structural
design
such aa the MSAO guide
or ours,
both of which
utilizes
a ukrafEic
load”
parameter,
could
not be faulted,
In addrtron,
there
is no way we know to enable
an “adequate
design
life
of 20 yeare for asphalt
concrete,
wiehout
etage eonetruction,
no
mutter
how mnny faceore
are evaluated
correctly,

AVAILABLE
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Further
on in the report,
it is alleged that the state-of-the-art
of designing
pavements had not reached thr point where all of the design factors
were given
We would like to point out that in our design system we
adequate rccognitlon.
evaluate
every design factor
that is evaluated
in the BASH0 guide formula and
In some cases,
as above with
traffic
have been doing it for nearly
twenty years.
data, the input has not proven to be adequate, but all of the factors were
evaluated including the fact thnt no design procedclre for AC can be expected
to last twenty years without attention.
Our design accomodatee this fact by
part of the deeign.
calling
for stage construction
-- a basic and necessary
We would also like to defend, if that is the right word, our pavement rating
Xt is
sys tern, This is not, as seems to be implied, a mere visual appraisal.
a very practical
and reasonable system that is quite objective
in the way it is
between our system and the AASHO psi aystem lies
uaed. The essential difference
in two areas* our system does not include equipment such as the Chloe profilometer which only worked on the AASHO test track and hasn’t worked since,
and it
does recognize incipient
fal lure and potential
lack of serviceability
through
ratings of various degrees of distress,
One last observation we feel compelled to make, and which may appear to be somewhat contradictory
to what we have said before, has to do with the apparent denjgratTon of engineer>ng judgment, We can appreciate the auditors’
concern
over
what might seem, to him, the considerable design 1atItude allowed under “engtneering
judgment”, but we can visualize
no design syatem, not ours,
and most certainly
not the AASHOguide system, in which a certain amount of engineering
Judgment will
not be necessary.
In fact, it seems that use of the AASHO xuide requires more
exercise of engineering judgmen& than our method if any good can be realized
from
it.
In summary, it does appear that the GAO team has learned from their contacts
with rhe hrghway departments that a 20-year design for flexible
pavements cannot
be realized by initial
construction
only. They have indicated that, within the
framework of the Interstate
policies,
overlay construction
contains some element
of maintenance which is supposed to be the responsibrlity
of the States rather
than the Federal Government. Basically,
the fallacy
lies in the thinking behind
the Intersrnte
System that flexibfe
pavements could be designed for twenty years,
consrructeo to that design9 and then require essentially
no attention
until the
end of twenty years.
We, together with other states, recognized this fallacy
and determined that the optimum use of road construction
money,
regardless of its
6ource, accrues
from the stage construction
of flexible
pavements, with the second
stage to be applred ten years,
on the averages
after initial
construction.
This concept, unfortunately,
is not compatible with the rules set up for administratron of the Interstate
System, and brings about the conflict
between yhat is
maintensnce and what is stage construction
or “structural
overlay”.
It does appear
to ue, however, that the Federal Highway Administration
has adopted a reasonable
way of recognizing reality
in structural
pavement design by allowing overlay6 -under the conditions
imposed by appropriate
policy and procedure memoranda. The
report recommends that maintenance
standards recognize need for overlays to
establish *‘a ssfe and efficient
riding surfacel’,-and that these be considered
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normal

to be state funded.
Whoever establishes these stondards
be guided by the fact that a rough riding surface is usually a precursor
of structural
insufficiency
and simpie maintenance will
provide only teansient,
superficial
relief.
maLntenonce

should

On the whole,

the report seems quite objective
for auditor8 except for the fact
believe that engineering judgment was, is, and always will be
an essential part of structural
pavement design nnd evaluation
regardless of the
number of laws passed, the number of audits conducted, or the number of dollnrs
is also questionable in accepting the
spent on test roads. Their objectivity
AASHO design guides aa infallible.
that

they

cannot

Lastly,
the inference should not be drawn from this
report
that no design anely6ea
was made for overlay construction
on Interstate
highways in the State of Woahington.
Each and every instance where overlay
construct-on
was approved for Federal funds
wae done on the basis
of a detailed structural
analyeis which provided jU8ttfiCatian for such overlay.
Pavements are 8tructures,
true, but they are nrimitive
structures
when compared
to bridges where all the materials components are subject to precise quality
control
and their strength and long-term dursbflity
can be predicted with
conkidence.
lne pavement deergner, utrfort.unsteiy,
must deai witlr naLurti1
materials which seldom obey a neat set of performance criteria,
He must take
the heterogeneous materials
as may exist
and rearrange,
stratify,
treat or
otherwise
process them into a foundation which, hopefully,
will interact
aa
predicted with the overlying
pavement portion of the total pavement etruceure.
The fact that premature “failure8”
are the decided exception atteats to hia cornpetence fn meeting
thie complex challenge,
Very truly

your8,

G. W. ANDREWS,P.R.
Director
of Highway8

CARL E: MINOR, P.R.
Assistant Director
for
mnagellm& se~Lc68
By:

CEM:meb

cc:

w. A, Bulley
W. p4. Foster
Roger v. Lecierc
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~VYOMING
STATE
0

BOX

1708

CF-IEVENNE

W

Y 0

HHGHWA-Y
COMMISSEON

hr, I N G

82001

November

28, 1969

32-02
Mr G M Williams
Dlrector of Engmecrmg
and Operations
Bureau of Public Roads
Washmgton,
D C
20591
Dear Mr

Bureau of Fubllc Roads
General

Wllllams

Your memorandum
of November 7, 1969 to the ReGonal Federal HIghway Admmlstrators
with which you enclosed the General Accountmg Office draft report entitled “Review
of Program to Upgrade Deteriorated
Segments of the Jnterstate Hlghway System” and
a request for this Department’s
comments has been referred to us by Mr John M.
Demmer,
Dlvlslon Engmeer of the Bureau of Public Roads
This letter contams
several comments reflectmg the opmlons of the Department
Staff
First of all it should be pomted out that there appears to be some confusion on the
part of General Accountmg Office representatives
regardmg the terms “overlay”,
While it is recogmzed that procedures
“Stage construction”
and “deteriorated
segments”
of the various states vlslted by G A.0 personnel may vary to a great extent, the
report refers to “overlays”
wlthout reference to “stage construction”
or whether
“deterrorated
segments” are mvolved or If the upgradmg 1s a part of the fmal stage
of surfacing
It shouId be noted that a dlsimct difference exists between the use of an “overlay” of
a pavement that has been constructed to the ultimate design thickness and which
shows deterloratlon
as opposed to an “overlay” which 1s In effect a part of the planned
stage development
of the roadway surface and where deterloranon
is not necessarily
a consideranon
In all fairness it should also be pomted out that under the second sltuatron referred
to II-I the precedmg paragraph,
addltlonal &lckness of the overlay above and beyond
that contemplated
at the time of the orlgmal design may be authorized under a
current FHWA policy concernmg adlustment
m design procedures for those projects
constructed prior to October 1963
But the sallent pomt here IS that some states mcludmg Wyommg, have utilized the
stage construcllon
method on Interstate System projects m which the total design
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requirements
are not met until completion of the flnal stage regardless of the
adequacy of the design.
Whether or not the General Accountmg Office considers the
final stage m such instances as an “overlay” m the sense that it 1s a state responseblllty and not ellgrble for federal partlclpatlon
is dlfflcult to determme from the
draft report
It would appear that smce the orlglnal plans as well as the program authorization
includes an ultimate
surfacing thickness of 4” plus a 1” levelmg course for those
Interstate System proJects constructed in Wyoming that no dlfflculty should be
encountered in obtalmng authority to complete these projects m accordance with the
program documents.
There 1s some concern that the draft report tends to challenge the stage construction
procedures as being costly and not entirely withm the scope of the program
The
experience of the Wyommg Highway Department with this procedure has been
overwhelmmgly
favorable and we hearuly endorse its contmued use.
The followmg
procedure

advantages

and benefits

have been realized

by the stage constructron

1. More mileage of 4 lane divided highway has been made available to the highway
user {the source of revenue for this program) at an earlier date. By opemng up
segments of the Interstate System at an earlier pomt m time, the highway user 1s
provided a safer and more efficient facility than he was usmg before. The cost
benefits to the user resultmg from this procedure are unknown but they most
certainly must far exceed any additional construction
cost that might arise from the
stage construction
feature.
2, Initial project costs are lower when stage construction
1s used because of the
opportunity to correct whatever deflclencles
may have developed to the roadway
structure prior to the time the fmal stage of surfacmg 1s applied
The advantage here
1s that stage construction
precludes the need to overdeslgn m questionable
situations
by provldmg an opportumty to correct deflclencles
as noted above. This results
III a more economical design and lower costs.
Following the award of our first Interstate Hlghway contract in 1956 which was a
19 mile sectton on I-80 west of Wamsutter
and which was deslgned to what we
consldered at that time a complete proJect it was the consensus of the Department
Staff that we were undoubtedly underdesigning
as a result of o&%i%?$to
accurately
forecast the rate of mcrease m traffic at that point m time that could be reasonably
expected to occur on the new Interstate Hlghway System.
With this m mmd It was
mutually agreed between the Bureau of Public Roads and the Wyormng Highway
Department
that we would design on the basis of stage construction until at least
a trend had developed that would provide more accurate forecasting methods.
This rhmkmg has proven sound since the fore-mentioned
prolect began to deteriorate
and in 1965 required extensive repairs performed by contract and financed with
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State funds Although this project
the design year of 1975 it actually

was designed to adequately
fell far short of that goal

serve the traffic

for

As a result of the decision to utilize stage construction
m Wyommg, there remams
approximately
475 miles of pavement which requires the final stage of surfacmg.
Due to changes m design procedures resultmg mainly from the AASHO Road Test
as well as certain research work and a change m the federal law extendmg the design
period to 20 years from the design date, it is evident that a portion of this mileage
will require an addltional thickness over and above that origmally
planned.
It is presumed that this additional thickness can be JuStlfled on the basis of bemg
within the mtent of Congress, a fact apparently not consldered by the General Accountmg
Office m its draft report.
Section 109 of Title 23 states 111part ---- “The Secretary shall not approve plans and
speclflcatlons
for proposed prolects on any Federal-ald
system If they far1 to provide
for a facility (1) that will adequately meet the exlsang and probable future needs and
condltlons in a manner conducive to safety, durablhty,
and economy of mamtenance,
(2) that will be designed and constructed 111accordance with standards best suited to
accomplish the foregoing ObJectives and to conform to the parncular
needs of each
locality ----I’
From this it appears that Congress intended to turn over to the states upon completion
of the Interstate Hlghway program a System that is safe, durable and so designed
and constructed as to preclude it becommg a burden to the state as far as the mantenancc
function is concerned.
If total compliance with this mtent of Congress is to be achieved, criteria
phases of design should be based upon those standards deemed necessary
this ObJective.

for all
to achieve

For example, rf It is determined
that the structural design ot the pavement on a
particular
prolect fails to meet the standards that will be “conducrve to safety,
durability,
and economy of mamtenance”
then the criteria upon which the desyn of
the pavement was based must be changed and the pavement upgraded to meet the
In this case
new standards that will msute compliance with the mtent of Congress,
FAI funds should & made av;ulable for partlclpatlon
111the cost of the upgradmg.
This concept should apply regardless of the fact that the deficiency
design of the pavement or of the sub-grade.

occurs 111the

It should be pomted out that m many areas of the country variable soils and swelling
soils contribute to a condlnon that is not “conducive to safety durability
and
economy of mamtenance”
,
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Although considerable
research is bemg conducted to improve “the state of the art”
and results of this research are being applied to the design of sub-grades which are
composed of soils of this type, problems and failures still occur
Procedures that
effect positive cure of the 111-effects of these soils are not reliable and are quite
costly when implemented.
Because of this such cures are not always warranted,
a
fact that agm emphasizes the desxablllty
of stage construction
(as previously
described I.II this letter) as well as a llteral and practical mterpretation
of the
intent of Congress as described 111Secnon 109 of Title 23.
There 1s no argument agamst the statement contamed on Page 22 of the draft report
which says “Mamtenance
of the Interstate System 1s by law a state responslblllty”.
But it can be argued that prior to acceptmg this responslblllty,
the state should be
assured that FAI funds ~111 be provided to properly design and construct a faclllty
that will be “conducive to . -----economy
of mamtenance”
, This Department
is in
agreement with the opunon expressed III the draft report that overlays are requared
from ume to time to provide a safe and efflclent rldmg surface and should represent
a normal mamtenance operation but
- only after the provlslons of the federal law have
been fulftied.
This appears to be the crux of the entlre matter of upgrading pavements on the
Interstate System by the use of overlays
The scope of the problem LS well covered
111the draft report,
But this Department
must take issue wrth the General Accountmg
Office personnel who prepared the report smce It is quite apparent little If any
consideration
has been gven to that portion of the federal law so often quoted in this
letter.
We belleve these concepts to be m the public interest
Much concern has been
expressed by the states regarding the high cost of mamtenance of the Interstate System.
Some states are proposmg federal assistance to help defray these rising mamtenance
costs. Other states oppose this proposltlon
All states should agree that the
Interstate Highway System should be turned over to the states m such a way to
assure economy of maintenance,
Present pollcles preclude this D
It is requested the posltlon of the Wyommg Highway Department m respect to this
quesnon be presented to the appropriate
committees
of both the House of Representatlvea
and the Senate durmg their dellberanon
of the General Accounting Office Report,
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APPENDIX XII
PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS OF THE FEDERALGOVERN!4ENT
RESPONSIBLEFOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF
THE INTERSTATE HIGHWAYPROGRAM
Tenure of office
&
From
SECRETARYOF TRANSPORTATION:
John A. Volpe
Alan S. Boyd

Jan.
Apr.

1969
1967

Present
Jan. 1969

FEDERAL HIGHWAYADMINISTRATOR:
Francis C. Turner
Lowell K. Bridwell

Mar.
Apr.

1969
1967

Present
Feb. 1969

DIRECTOROF PUBLIC F0ADS:
Ralph R. Bartelsmeyer
Francis C. Turner

May
Jan.

1969
1967

Present
Mar. 1969
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